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Abstract 

This thesis provides a brief introduction to Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) 

in extensive outdoor environments, a process that recently has made mobile robots truly 

autonomous. SLAM is a process in which localization and mapping are done simultaneously 

in an unknown environment without an access to a priori map. To solve the SLAM problem, 

sensor information and mathematical motion models are extensively used. This research 

introduces a probabilistic approach to a SLAM problem and under Gaussian and non-

Gaussian conditions offers alternative solutions. Due to the non-linearity of the real systems, 

which are always subject to noise, an Extended Kalman Filter algorithm for the SLAM 

problem under Gaussian condition will be shown. Then an alternative way of dealing with 

SLAM problem with assumption of non-Gaussian and called FAST-SLAM will be analyzed. 

FAST-SLAM is an algorithm that using Rao-Blackwellised method for particle filtering, 

estimates the path of robot while the landmarks positions which are mutually independent and 

with no correlation, can be estimated by EKF. This process is doable using a factorization that 

fits very well in SLAM problem since there will be a representation of SLAM through out a 

Bayesian network. A solution to SLAM problem can be worthy if a proper representation of 

motion and sensor of a robot is accessible. In this thesis, a real outdoor autonomous robot is 

presented and the related equations are derived. Then simulated examples based on both 

filters are represented and results are discussed and compared. 
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discrete time index 

path of the robot upto time step k 

state of the robot at time step k 

control vector applied at time 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

To make a robot truly autonomous, there were many efforts made in the field of robotics and 

automation. Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) is one of the methods to make 

this dream come true. SLAM is a process by which a mobile robot, or an autonomous vehicle, 

in an unknown location and in an unknown environment, incrementally constructs a 

navigation map of its surroundings. At the same time, the robot simultaneously, and with the 

observations of features, uses this navigation map for localization. In other words, the 

autonomous vehicle tries to do both mapping and localization at the same time. For various 

reasons, this problem is very complex and has to be solved together. This is due to the fact 

that the vehicle position has an error at every time step and the obtained map is highly 

correlated with the error of the vehicle. 

During the past decades, many approaches and mathematical tools have been implemented to 

achieve a proper representation of SLAM and to make the SLAM problem computationally 

efficient. Among all these approaches, SLAM based on Bayesian estimation theory has been 

the most successful one. Since a real dynamic system is always subject to noise, a good 

understanding of noise representation is needed. Furthermore, most dynamic systems in the 

real world are non-linear which means that the mathematical models describing the dynamic 

system and related observations can not be considered as a linear problem. 

To find an optimal solution for SLAM problem, a non-linear system needs to be approximated 

by a linear system in terms of mathematical equations. So far, various algorithms have been 

offered to get a reasonable solution. Among all proposed algorithms, Extended Kalman Filter 
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(EKF) has been one of the most appropriate tools to deal with a non-linear dynamic system 

model subject to Gaussian noise. Many successful applications have been done by 

implementing EKF into the SLAM problem. In fact, EKF has been introduced as a classical 

solution to SLAM problem. Nonetheless, EKF suffers form some problems that makes it 

difficult to be used for SLAM. The single-hypothesis data association and quadratic 

complexity due to the high dimensional Gaussian approximations for states of the robot and 

landmarks locations, makes the off-diagonal elements of the covariance matrix very large. 

This causes more complexity and cost increase of computation and in most cases, diverges the 

filter. Moreover, when a large number of landmarks are present in the environment, the 

computation becomes almost impossible. As an alternative approach, there has been offered 

another algorithm which makes the problem with multi-hypothesis data association and 

logarithmic complexity instead of quadratic. This new approach is called FAST-SLAM that 

utilizes Rao-Blackwellised particle filter to solve the SLAM problem efficiently. Using 

FAST-SLAM algorithm, the posterior estimation will be over the robot's pose and landmarks 

locations. The FAST-SLAM algorithm has been implemented successfully over thousands of 

landmarks and compare to EKF-SLAM that can only handle a few hundreds of landmarks, it 

has appeared with considerable advantages. This thesis investigates at first the classical 

method for dealing with SLAM problem under Gaussian condition using EKF. Then, under 

non-Gaussian condition the new algorithm (FAST-SLAM) will be introduced, the elements 

will be derived, simulation results will be demonstrated and differences will be investigated 

and discussed. 
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1.1 Autonomous Mobile Robots 

1.1.1 Mobility 

The mobility of a robot is the degree to which that robot is able to freely move through the 

environment. Manipulators in industry were the first practical use of robots [1]. These robots 

were usually used for assembly lines and car manufacturing. They are programmed in such a 

way that they can perform deferent tasks faster, cheaper and more accurate than their human 

counterparts. A manipulator consists of a movable arm attached to its base fixed to the 

ground. These types of robots are not able to change their base locations and are only able to 

move the arm attached to the base. 

In present days, we have more expectations from a robot. We want them to be mobile and not 

attached to the ground so that they can clean our environment, perform different tasks in 

hazardous areas, be used in planetary exploration, mine and explore underwater. That is why 

they have to be able to move freely in an environment and to be able to perform their tasks. 

1.1.2 Autonomy 

Autonomy of a robot depends on to what extend that robot relies on prior knowledge or 

information from the environment to achieve its task. There can be three different types of 

robots: non-autonomous, semi-autonomous, and fully-autonomous [2]. 
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• Non-autonomous robots are remotely steered by humans. The intelligence involved in 

these robots consists of interpreting the commands received from human controllers. 

• Semi-autonomous robots can either navigate by themselves or be steered by humans. 

In dangerous situations human takes full control. In normal situations robots can take 

over the control. 

• Fully-autonomous robots are steered solely by the robot themselves. The robots do 

not require human interaction to fulfill their tasks. Fully-autonomous robot vehicles 

are capable of intelligent motion and action, without requiring any external guidance 

to follow or control them [2]. 

1.1.3 Application Areas 

A hazardous environment is a good example for the need of using autonomous robots since 

inherent danger in these environments make humans participation undesireable. Robots can 

access traverse, maintain and explore these areas with no concerns. In 1993 an eight-legged 

mobile robot called Dante was to reach the Lava Lake in Antarctica to study the danger of its 

gases [3]. 

For the environments that are very difficult for humans to explore, usage of autonomous 

robots can be very important. Mission to other planets or into space can be done by robots 

with no level of concerns for humans. Other robots are also used to explore sea surfaces while 

following reefs or pipes, and study marine creatures. There were many projects on sub-sea 

implementations of mobile robots to fulfill specific exploring tasks [4]. 
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Finally, a potentially interesting area where autonomous vehicles can be used is the service 

sector. Intelligent wheel chairs and robotic vacuum cleaners can improve the life quality of 

many people. Medicine or food delivery robots can relieve the workload of care workers. 

In all above application areas the robot requires autonomy and mobility. A mobile robot to 

fulfill its task needs to move through the environment safely. This moving around is called 

robot navigation. 

1.2 Robot Navigation 

Navigation is a task by which the robot travels safely from one location to another. The 

problem of navigation is summarized in four general questions: 

• What does the environment look like? The robot has to know a map of the 

environment to find its path among features (Landmarks). Finding out how the 

environment looks like, is called Mapping. 

• Where am I? Finding out the current position and whereabouts of the robot is called 

Robot Localization. 

• Where am I going? As the robot moves through the environment, it should know 

where the goal or destination is. Finding out what the next location is, is called goal 

recognition. 

• How do I get there? If the robot knows the starting and ending points, it has to find its 

way to reach the destination. The way the robot plans how to reach its destination is 

called path planning. 
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1.2.1 Drive System 

Drive system of a robot is a mechanism that steers a vehicle along a path. Obviously the drive 

system plays an important role for the robot movements. It directly changes the location of a 

mobile robot. A proper drive system gives robot ability to move around its environment more 

freely. The more degree-of-freedom in a locomotion mechanism, gives a robot more mobility. 

If an initial position is known, the subsequent changesin position could be detected. This 

results in relative position measurement, or dead reckoning procedure. 

1.2.2 Dead Reckoning and Optical Encoders 

Dead reckoning [5, 6] is a method based on sensor measurements to determine the current 

location of an autonomous robot by advancing some previous position through a known path 

and velocity information over a given length of time. Nowadays, most of land-based 

autonomous robots (In a two-dimensional environment) use this procedure as the base of their 

navigation strategies. The simple implementation of dead reckoning is sometimes mentioned 

as relative position measurement or odometry. It simply means that the displacement of an 

autonomous vehicle can be measured by a device attached to the robot. This device is usually 

an optical encoder. An optical encoder [7] is a device by which the rotation of wheel of a 

robot can be measured and the linear displacement of a robot can be determined. There are 

two types of optical encoders, incremental and absolute. The incremental type measures 

rotational velocity and can infer relative position. The absolute version directly measure 

angular position and infer velocity. 
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1.2.3 Heading sensors 

Heading sensors [6] are very important for navigation purposes. In an odometric-based 

positioning method, any small momentary orientation error will cause a constantly growing 

lateral position error. For this reason it would be of great benefit if orientation errors could be 

detected and corrected right away. Gyroscopes and accelerometers [8] are two widely used 

sensors for determining the heading or orientation of a robot. 

Gyroscopes detect angular accelerations about three axes [6]. Accelerometers [7] measure 

small accelerations along x and y axes attached to the coordinate system of the robot. They 

suffer from extensive drift and are sensitive to uneven ground. This problem can partially be 

solved by adding a tilt sensor to it so that it can cancel the gravity component. However, the 

drift will still be considerable [4]. 

1.2.4 Range/Bearing Sensors 

A very important part of navigation systems are range/bearing sensors [9]. Range/bearing 

sensors obtain information from the environment that the robot is traveling through. Using 

range/bearing sensors the absolute position measurement (the position and angle of landmarks 

with respect to the coordinate system of the robot/sensor) can be obtained. The absolute 

position measurement provides information about the location of landmarks independent of 

previous location of the robot. Unlike dead reckoning the measurement in this case is not 

derived from a sequence of measurements, but directly from a single measurement. 
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The range/bearing sensor in many applications is applied as a laser scanner that sends laser 

beams to the environment and identifies features. A common laser sensor in outdoor applications 

is SICK sensor that returns range and bearing. It gets 360 samples of ranges separated by 0.5 degree. 

There are the two observations of relative distance of the landmark and its bearing to the robot's 

coordinate system. 

The second possibility can be a sonar sensor. Sonars are very cheap compare to laser 

scanners. Likewise, the measurement is not accurate enough for some applications [10]. 

The third alternative can be the use of a vision system. Traditionally, it has been very 

computationally intensive. It is apparent that a room without light makes a big trouble for 

feature detecting and building a map. 

For the experiments in this study, laser scanner sensors have been considered since they 

match with the most outdoor applications in the real world while different types of sensors 

can be extensively used in different applications. 

1.2.5 Landmarks 

For navigation purposes, there is a need of some features in the environment that can be easily 

re-observed by a robot; any parameterized model can be chosen to represent map of the 

environment, however it is commonly assumed to be a collection of point features. A 

collection of points or Landmarks relative to some external (Global) coordinate system can be 

used by a robot to localize itself. One way to imagine how a robot finds its way in an 

environment full of landmarks is to picture a person finding his way in a crowded room with 

closed eyes. As he reaches and touches every object or wall, he estimates his path and finds 
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his way through it. In a similar way, a robot identifies landmarks in an environment using its 

range sensor. In indoor applications, landmarks can be considered doors, walls, other regular 

household objects and even artificial signs designed by humans. In outdoor applications they 

can be trees, bushes, stones or any artificial landmarks such as studs or signs. Whatever 

application and environment the landmarks are considered for, they must be easily re-

observable by sensors, distinguishable from each other. Landmarks are usually stationary in 

SLAM applications but dynamic landmarks have been recently considered for some specific 

applications [11]. 

1.2.6 Errors and Uncertainty 

Determining the location of a robot and in the same time constructing a map in an 

unstructured environment is an important problem in navigating an autonomous vehicle. In a 

two-dimensional environment, the location of an autonomous robot can be described as (x, y), 

the coordinates of the robot, and 0, the orientation of it with respect to the global coordination 

system. In the navigation problem an autonomous vehicle is meant to build a map of its 

environment while it is trying to follow its desired path. 

The problem arises from the fact that there is always error associated with the motion of the 

robot. For example, in a four-wheeled robot system, the robot controller uses the information 

provided by the optical encoders attached to the wheels to command the guidance system 

mechanism to keep the robot near its desired path at all time. This mechanism is usually 

referred to odometry. However, the robot system mechanism may not follow commands very 

well and the measurements from the optical encoders contain errors. As the time goes by, the 
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error from encoder readings accumulates and becomes the major source of uncertainty in the 

system. The uncertainty could grow to a point that it becomes impossible for a robot to make 

any meaningful inference about its whereabouts. Beside the encoders error, the slippage due 

to uneven pathways, inaccuracy of range sensor readings (observation of landmarks), and 

even the changes of wheel diameter in time, can accumulate a significant amount of error in 

the system. All the above sources of error can result in incorrect position estimation. 

Therefore, the robot needs to have some notion of the error from all above sources. This error 

consideration can be taken into account when the robot is trying to find its way. 

1.2.7 Other Difficulties 

There are many other problems involved in navigation of an autonomous robot. These 

problems are: obstacle avoidance, landmark recognition, and integration of information from 

different sensors [12]. 

1.2.7.1 Obstacle Avoidance 

Robots must avoid colliding with obstacles in the environment at all cost [13]. The problem 

becomes more complicated if the obstacles are dynamic. 

1.2.7.2 Landmark Recognition 

An autonomous robot needs to recognize objects and landmarks in order to keep itself on the 

desired path [14]. If these objects and landmarks are not known in advance, image processing 
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may need a lot more computational power than if those features were known. Whether or not 

these structures are known in advance, recognition of them can come with a significant 

amount of uncertainty. 

1.2.7.3 Fusion of Information from Different Sensors 

The robot has to combine all the information from different sources to be able to build a map 

and find its way among them. Since different sensors have different information about the 

environment and the position of the robot, they might give inconsistent or incorrect sensor 

readings. Sensor fusion is the problem of combining data from different sensors into one 

unified view of the environment [12]. 

1.3 Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 

Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) is "a procedure in which an autonomous 

mobile robot in an unknown environment, and in and unknown location incrementally builds 

a map of this environment while simultaneously using this map to compute vehicle 

location" [14]. SLAM problem is much more complicated in comparison with that of mapping 

itself or localization only. Since both mapping and localization must be estimated 

simultaneously, they are highly correlated and there is a need for an appropriate algorithm 

which can deal with the uncertainty of the system, computational complexity and data 

association due to landmarks localization while building a map. Furthermore, SLAM problem 

needs to be expressed in a probabilistic form. There have been several algorithms introduced 
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so far but EKF-SLAM and FAST-SLAM are two of most practical ones in real world 

applications. 

1.3.1 SLAM based on Extended Kalman Filtering (EKF-SLAM) 

EKF-SLAM algorithm is mostly known as a classical solution to SLAM problem. The EKF 

algorithm providing an optimal solution for SLAM problem was first introduced by Smith 

and Cheesman in 1986 [15]. This algorithm is based on standard Kalman filter [16]. It is 

necessary for the process to be under Gaussian conditions. Furthermore, the system should be 

linear or at least not very far away from it, so it could be linearized. 

Using EKF algorithm, the estimation of the state, and its covariance matrix of the posterior 

belief Bet( xk) = P (xk\ Zk , XJk ,x 0 ) , can be computed easily. The procedure estimate is 

done in three major steps; prediction, observation, and update. The EKF algorithm can be 

implemented as a mathematical tool to achieve a Bayesian solution. As we will see in chapter 

3, the belief of where a robot is, will be represented as a parameterized continuous function. 

Unfortunately, EKF suffers from two major problems for a large scale map of environment; 

The computational complexity and data association. There have been several efforts to 

overcome these problems but it still has some influence on the performance and convergence 

of the filter. 
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1.3.2 SLAM based on Rao-Blackwellised Particle Filtering 

SLAM can be solved according to Rao-Blackwellised particle filtering called FAST-SLAM. 

It is based on straight forward factorization. This factorization is based on the observation that 

if the trough path of a robot is known, the individual landmark localization problems are 

mutually independent. In other words, if there is no uncertainty about the robot pose and the 

observations are independent, the estimation of each landmark in the map is independent of 

the rest of the map. In reality, the path is unknown in advance. However, the conditional 

independence enables the filter to estimate the general probability distribution in factored 

term according to equation (1.1). 

P ( X f , m | Z t ,Uk ,x« ) = P(XR
k\Zk , U t , x* )P(m\XR,Zk , U , ,x* ) 

M 

= P(XR
k \Zk ,Vk , x* )x j~[ P(mi \XR,Zk , U t ,xR ) 

(1.1) 

The first factor is the estimation of the robot path and the second factor in the above equation 

is the product of M landmarks estimation given the robot pose is known. This factorization is 

the fundamental idea behind FAST-SLAM method. In fact FAST-SLAM decomposes the 

SLAM problem into a localization and M landmark position estimation problems. 

Furthermore, FAST-SLAM relies on a so called particle filter to estimate the following robot 

posterior: 

P(XR
k\Zk,Vk,x

R) (1.2) 
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This particle filter can be updated in constant time for each particle in the filter. To update the 

map, the algorithm relies on M independent Kalman filters for the M landmark estimates. 

P ( m | X * , Z t ,Vk ,xR
0) (1.3) 

As will be discussed in chapter 5, the entire filter can be updated using logarithmic scale in 

the number of landmarks M. FAST-SLAM method can also handle non-linear robot motion 

models. Besides this non-linearity of motion advantage, the noise does not have to be 

Gaussian anymore but it can be any type of noise. 

1.4 Background 

FAST-SLAM algorithm was introduced by Michael Montemerlo [11] and was further 

developed by Thrun, Montemerlo, Roller, and Wegbreit [17]. The previous work on landmark 

based environmental representation with EKF-SLAM was accomplished by Hugh Durrant-

Whyte and colleagues [14, 18, 19]. So far, consistency and convergence of both algorithms 

have been in debate [10, 20, 21, 22]. More specifically, the complexity in terms of 

computation and the data association with observation of different landmarks has been an 

open subject for discussion [23, 24, 25]. 
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1.5 Objectives 

The objective of this thesis was to develop and evaluate an efficient navigation method based 

on Rao-Blackwellised particle filtering (RBPF) method called FAST-SLAM. The following 

considerations have been made: 

• The method (SLAM) relies on correct correspondence between data obtained from the 

mounted sensor and the data currently stored in the map. In a natural environment, the 

varied distribution of recognizable objects (landmarks), makes the data association 

algorithm unsuitable for large number of landmarks. 

• Real time operation in a very large environment, requires high computational and storage 

demands that makes the use of EKF-SLAM algorithm inefficient 

• The process of building an incremental map of the environment and at the same time 

localizing, is highly non-linear. Due to the existence of a significant error 

accumulation during the navigation in a large environment, SLAM algorithm must 

remain mathematically consistent. 

This investigation is based on landmark environmental representation for an outdoor mobile 

robot vehicle with a mounted range/bearing sensor in a noisy environment. Localizing and 

mapping aspects of the system will be investigated since they both have to be solved together. 

Likely, different solutions would be detained using two different algorithms, EKF-SLAM and 

FAST-SLAM, and the results, are compared and investigated for both Gaussian and non-

Gaussian assumptions. The FAST-SLAM algorithm with logarithmic scale will be analyzed 
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and the results will be investigated and compared with FAST-SLAM method but using linear 

scale. In this thesis the autonomous robot has been a wheeled robot in all experiments. It 

should be noted that landmarks are assumed to be stationary in this research. 

1.6 Thesis Outline 

Chapter 1 of this thesis introduces autonomous robots and their navigation. In chapter 2 the 

SLAM problem and a probabilistic form of it with a Bayesian representation is introduced. In 

chapter 3 the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) as a classical approach to solve the SLAM 

problem is investigated. As mentioned before, the EKF-SLAM can be an appropriate solution 

for linear or linearizable systems. Furthermore, an assumption of Gaussian system has been 

made in this chapter. Chapter 4 presents results from simulation experiments for EKF-SLAM. 

Chapter 5 describes an alternative approach called FAST-SLAM based on Rao-Blackwellised 

particle filtering. It also includes results from simulation experiments for logarithmic FAST-

SLAM and comparison of it with the linear FAST-SLAM algorithm. Several navigation cases 

for both EKF-SLAM and FAST-SLAM methods were shown in chapter 6. Chapter 7 includes 

summary and conclusion. 
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Chapter 2 

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 

2.1 Localization Problem 

The problem of robot localization consists of answering the question ''''Where am I ?". In 

robotics, localization is the process of determination the pose or location of an autonomous 

robot [26]. Location of a robot in a two-dimensional environment [27] is referred to (x, y), the 

coordinates, and 0, the orientation or heading of the robot. In localization problem, a map and 

the initial location of the robot are known and the goal is to keep track of the position while 

following a. priori map [28]. This map describes the environment and can be a geometric map, 

map of occupancy or map of passive or active landmarks [29]. With access to a priori map 

and a sequence of control actions U*, the robot can find its location relative to the 

environment. By applying tracking or local techniques this problem can be solved easily [30]. 

Figure 2.1: A robot that is following a priori map using observations of many landmarks. [31]. 
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One method for localization is the detection of passive landmarks [31]. Passive landmarks are 

the features in the environment that could be natural such as a tree or artificial such as a bar 

code. The robot can detect passive landmarks using its sensor. Once the landmarks are 

detected, the information is matched with a priori map and the position of the robot can be 

determined. Figure 2.1 indicates the localization problem. The ellipses represent the relative 

uncertainty of the robot with respect to its initial position [15]. Note that the uncertainty 

grows as the robot keeps traveling along the path. This uncertainty grows unbounded and 

reaches to a point that it is impossible for robot to localize itself. 

2.2 Mapping Problem 

Mapping is a process of obtaining a map of the environment. The problem of mapping 

consists of answering the question "What does the environment look like?". The goal of 

mapping is for a mobile robot to build a map while following a trajectory. This trajectory 

means that the robotic vehicle path X* is known in advance and there is no need for path 

estimates. Then the robot makes inferences to acquire a two dimensional map m [27]. The 

output is a map of the environment that represents a view of robot's surroundings. In the same 

way, this map can be a geometric map, map of occupancy or map of landmarks [28]. To 

acquire this map, the robot must use its sensor to perceive the environment. Figure 2.2 

illustrates the mapping problem. This time, the ellipses represent the relative uncertainty of 

the landmark observations. As the robots travels on its path, the errors of landmarks 

observations and consequently the uncertainty of the system grows. 
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Figure 2.2: A robot is observing the outside world by its range sensor to acquire a map while it is 
traveling on a priori path [31]. 

2.3 SLAM Problem 

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) [14, 18, 19, 27, 32] describes a situation in 

which a mobile robot is placed in an unknown environment while there is no access to a priori 

map and only with sensing the environment and trough some sequential controls, localize 

itself and at the same time incrementally builds a navigation map of its surroundings. 

Localizing and mapping are both highly correlated factors when a solution to SLAM problem 

is acquired. It is important to note that the initial condition of the robot should be given before 

any attempt for solving the problem. Furthermore, both sensor data and motion of the robot 

are corrupted by unwanted noise. Figure 2.3 illustrates the SLAM problem form a visual 

point. The ellipses indicate the uncertainty of both robot's path and landmarks positions that 

grow through the process. As a matter of fact, the uncertainty over landmarks grows with the 
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uncertainty of the path unbounded. The reason is that, in SLAM, there always is a high 

correlation between the robot's pose and a landmark position. Before analyzing the alternative 

solutions to SLAM problem, some elements and sets are being considered. The elements and 

sets [14] are defined as follows: 

• A discrete time index k= 1,2,... 

• x*: Vector of the true location and orientation of the robot at the discrete time k. 

• uk : A known control vector applied at time k-1 to drive the vehicle from xf^to xf at 

time step k. 

• m j: The vector of true location or parameterization of the ith landmark. 

• zkj: Measurement or observation of the /th landmark taken from a location x f at time 

step k. 

• zk: The generic observation of one or more landmarks taken at time step k. 

• The set of history of states or path of the robot: 

^ 4 = ( X 0 ' X l > • • • ' X f t } = { X t _i ,X f c } 

• The set of history of control inputs: 

• The set of all landmarks: 

m = {nij , m 2 , . . . , m M } 

• The set of history of observations (Landmark observations): 
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Where zk= { x k t, z k ., . . . , z t f l } is a set of all possible landmark observations at time step A:. 

Also the ith observed landmark at time step k is expressed as m^ or simply m,. The reason for 

skipping sub-script k is that the landmarks are considered static in this representation and 

therefore they are time independent. So there will be no need of time step for any specific 

landmark. 

Estimated path 

Real path 

Robotic vehicle 

• 
> 

Landmark 

# 

0 
Figure 2.3: A robotic vehicle that moves in an unknown environment and takes observations of many 
landmarks using a range/bearing sensor [14]. 
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2.4 Probabilistic SLAM 

As discussed in chapter 1, different information from different sources and sensors (relative 

and absolute position information) are being combined so that filters such as EKF and RBPF 

make the best estimation out of the result. In this chapter we focus on how different position 

measurements can be combined in a formal probabilistic problem. 

2.4.1 Probability Distribution 

The general SLAM problem as discussed before can be described in the form of a probability 

distribution function [30, 33, 34, 35]. If the initial state of a mobile robot x j (state at the time 

step zero) and the recorded landmark observations Z* and control inputs U* up to and 

including time step k are known, the joint posterior density of the landmark locations and the 

state of the robot can be recursively described by the following probability distribution for all 

time steps k [14, 30]. 

P(xR
k,m\Zk,Vk,x

R
Q) (2.1) 

2.4.2 Process Models 

If state of motion of the robot, xR and also the true locations of landmarks m are known, 

observation and motion models describe the probability of making an observation of all 
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landmarks z^ and changing of location of a mobile robot simultaneously. Therefore, we can 

describe the sensing and motion of the robot in a probabilistic form [35]. For simplicity, and 

throughout this thesis, at all time steps, we will note the motion of the robot and map of land 

marks as xk in the form of following augmented set [26] and it will be denoted as state of the 

whole system. 

x , = {x£,m} (2.2) 

2.4.2.1 Sensor Model 

The observational model can also be described in probabilistic terms. This probability [14, 31] 

can be described the way a range sensor observes zk from a certain location xk at time step k 

by the density 

PfrtM (2-3) 

This probability is called the sensor model or perceptual model [36]. This transition density 

is usually difficult for the computation. The reason for this is sometimes high dimensionality 

of the measurement. For instance, if we use a camera for the measurement, the probability 

density becomes very complex due to each possible camera picture at each possible location 

which needs a large amount of computing power and memory [37]. 
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2.4.2.2 Motion Model 

An autonomous robot performs actions [34] in the environment that change the position of the 

robot. This action is due to a sequence of control actions. If we let u* from the set of control 

actions U* = {u;, U2 , ... , u^}, be the action performed by the robot at time step k, we can 

express the way the location of the robot changes probabilistically by a transition density as: 

P C x J x ^ u , ) (2.4) 

This probability density gives the probability that if at time step k-1 the robot was at location 

X£-i, and performed a control action u^, then it ends up at location x*, at time step k. this 

transaction density is therefore motion model that describes how the control input u# changes 

the location of the robot. Notice how actions contain relative information about the new state 

of the robot in this probability density. Given the last location, the robot can estimate its 

current location based on the performed control action. Once the state of the robot and the 

landmark locations are known, we can assume that observations are conditionally independent 

[30]. 

2.4.3 BayesianSLAM 

SLAM can be described as a Bayesian estimation problem. A Bayesian framework that 

estimates this density is the Markov Localization framework [30]. This framework captures 

the probabilistic foundations of many currently used localization methods. This framework 
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combines information from different sensors in form of relative and absolute position 

measurements to form the belief of a robot. Estimation of location of the robot and also 

landmark locations can then be described with the consideration of noise in all measurement 

devices. 

2.4.4 Belief of Robot 

With a probabilistic point of view, it can be said that the robot has a belief of what the 

position of landmarks and its pose is. At time step k the robot is not considering one specific 

location but a number of locations for itself and the landmarks. Through the Markov 

Localization framework [30], this belief can be described very satisfactorily. Markov 

Localization is an iterative way of using the Bayesian Theorem to update the available 

information at each time that new sensor reading is available. The Markov Localization 

framework combines the data from different sensors to form a combined belief regarding the 

location of a robot and landmarks. The belief can be described by a probability density over 

all locations x^ e S where S is the set of all locations of the robot and the landmarks (The 

global coordinate system reference). The belief can be described as follows. 

Bd(xk) = P(xk\Xk_ltVk,xa) (2.5) 

The probability distribution in equation (2.5) indicates the robot's belief at state x^ at time 

step k, given the initial state x* and all locations of the robot, map of landmarks m, and the 
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set of control actions up to time step k. This probability distribution has the highest possible 

probability at which the system can be. The goal of SLAM is to make this belief as close as 

possible to the real distribution of the system. There is only one peak out of this distribution at 

the true locations and it is zero everywhere else. This specification matches with the definition 

of a unimodal system. 

2.4.4.1 Prior and Posterior Beliefs 

While the robot is navigating through the environment, it incorporates all data coming from 

different sensors. At time step k, the system has a belief which is called prior belief of the map 

and its own location. Once the robot incorporates the measurement information from the 

observation z* at time step k, a new belief is created in the system. This new belief of robot 

which is called the posterior belief is indicated as Bet(\k),- This posterior belief is the belief 

that the system has, after it has also included the latest observation information. 

As we have probabilistic models for sensor and motion, we can update the belief in a 

probabilistic term. The initial condition should always be mentioned when the beliefs are 

updated. The belief of the system after the control action u^ at time step k-1 and before 

incorporating the new observation Zk, is called the prior belief and is described as 

5er(xyt) = P ( x i | z , , u 0 , z 2 , U l , ... , z i _ 1 , u t , x 0 ) = f (x J |Z w ,U j i ,Xf l ) (2.6) 

After obtaining observation Zk and incorporating it to get to the posterior belief, the posterior 

belief is described by 
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Bet(xk) = P(\k\zl,u0 , z 2 , o 1 , . . . , z t _ 1 , u t , z t , x 0 ) = P ( x t | Z k , U i t ,x0) (2.7) 

The probability densities of both prior and posterior beliefs can now be computed. 

2.4.4.2 Total Probability and Markov Localization 

Using total probability and the Markov localization [29, 35, 38], we can derive an efficient 
formula for the next step. 

Ber(xk) = P(xk\zl,u0 ,Z2,VLX , . . . , z i . „ u i , x 0 ) = ? ( x i | Z H ) U t , x o ) 

= J ,P (xJx t _ 1 ,Z ,_ 1 ,U , , x 0 )xp (x i _ 1 |Z A _ 1 ,U , , x 0 )dx y t _ 1 (2.8) 

The location of the robot at time step k-1 has nothing to do with the control action u^. 

Therefore, we do not have to take the control action u^ into account when expressing the prior 

belief of the robot. In figure 2.4 this property is illustrated for a dynamic Bayesian network 

[39]. According to this property and based on the formulation of the posterior belief, equation 

(2.8) can be written as follows: 

BeV(xk) = jsP (xk | xt_!, Z t_!, Vk, x0) x p ( x ^ | Zk_x, U t_,, x0) d xt_, 

= lsP(xk\xk_l,Zk_l,Vk,x0)xBel\xk_l)dxk_1 (2.9) 
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Figure 2.4: A dynamic Bayesian network. 

To farther simplify equation (2.9), Markov assumption which states that based on information 

of the current state, the previous state of the system is independent of the current one, can 

more simplify the prior belief. This assumption simply expresses that it does not matter what 

the sensor reading was and how the system used the observation information to get to the new 

state. In fact, the current information of the system is the matter of importance at the current 

time step. Markov assumption leaves all the previous unnecessary control and observation 

information behind and will make equation (2.9) much simpler. Therefore, equation (2.9) can 

be rearranged as 

Ber{xk) = \sP(xk\xk_l,Vk,x0)^Ber{xk_l)&xk_l (2.10) 
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The observation data can be incorporated into the prior belief to create the posterior belief 

defined in equation (2.7). Using Bayesian theorem and the definition of the prior belief, 

equation (2.7) can be rewritten as 

Bet(xk)xP(zk\Zk_l,lJk) = P(zk\xk,Zk_1,\Jk,x0)xP(xk\Zk_l,Vk,x0) (2.11) 

Using the Markov assumption, equation (2.11) can be more simplified and rewritten as 

5 e r ( x , ) x P ( z J Z , _ 1 , U , ) = P ( z , | x , ) x p ( x J Z i _ 1 , U f o x 0 ) (2.12) 

Or 

Ber(xk)xP(zk\Zk_l,Vk) = P(zk\xk)xBer(xk) (2.13) 

Where 

Ber(xk) = P{xk\Zk_x,Vk,x0) 

And 

Bet(xk) = P(xk\Zk,Vkx0) 
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Or simply 

P ( x J Z k , U A , x 0 ) x P ( z J Z , _ 1 , U , ) = P ( z J x , ) x J P ( x J Z , _ 1 , U , , x 0 ) (2.14) 

Equation (2.14) provides a recursive procedure for calculating the posterior belief Bel+( Xk) 

for the system state x* at time step k by incorporating the observation data Zk and the control 

actions Ut up to and including time step k. This equation is a Bayesian definition of pose of 

the robot accompanying a sequential control actions and sensor measurements considering 

with the initial conditions of the robot. Figures 2.5 and 2.6 show three dimensional diagrams 

of prior and posterior belief update steps in detail. There are many statistical estimation 

algorithms that are approximations of general Bayes filter, such as Kalman filter and particle 

filter. In figure 2.5, the green curve depicts the probability of state of the robot at time step k. 

the pink curve demonstrates the probability of state of the robot at the time step k conditioned 

on the previous state of the robot, the black curve indicates the function of the motion of the 

robot, and the orange curve indicates the sum of conditional probabilities of the state of the 

robot up to time step k. 
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Figure 2.5: The prior belief update step of a mobile robot [31] 

Figure 2.6: The posterior belief update step of a mobile robot [31] 
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2.5 Summary 

The SLAM problem can be approached from a probabilistic point of view. By looking at the 

problem probabilistically, the concepts of uncertainty and probabilities automatically come 

into the picture. Instead of being sure its own location in one spot, the robot considers the 

possibility of a space of locations. Naturally the robot has a belief over the location space. A 

robot starts with an initial belief. This belief can be a uniform distribution if the robot does not 

know its location, or it can be a distribution with one pick at the right location if the robot 

knows where it is. 

When the robot is navigating through the environment, it senses the surroundings and receives 

position information in form of relative and absolute measurements. If the probability 

distributions of these measurements are known, then they can be incorporated into the 

location belief of the landmarks and robot itself. We refer to the belief resulting from 

incorporating a relative measurement as prior belief, and to the belief resulting from 

incorporating an absolute measurement as posterior belief. 

By means of Bayes' rule and Markov Localization, we derive a formula that recursively 

computes the posterior belief given relative and absolute measurements. 

P ( x J Z k ) U t , x 0 ) x P ( z J Z w , U , ) = P ( z J x i ) x P ( x J Z t _ l ! U t , x 0 ) 

To implement the above formula we need to specify three probability density functions; the 

motion model, the observation model, and the initial conditions. By representing the location 

space continuously as a parameterized probability density, the computations involved become 

much easier. 
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Chapter 3 

Extended Kalman Filtering SLAM 

3.1 EKF as an Optimal Solution 

Following a Bayesian approach to SLAM problem, Kalman filter (KF) [16, 40,41, 42] can be 

implemented as a mathematical tool to arrive at a Bayesian solution. As described in the 

second chapter, the belief was represented as a parameterized continuous function. KF can 

deal with the computational complexity of beliefs over continuous spaces and is a recursive 

data processing algorithm that estimates the state of noisy linear dynamic systems. The term 

state means the location and orientation of the robot and locations of landmarks. The fact that 

the state of the dynamic system might be noisy and not directly observable makes the state 

estimation difficult. We must be very careful with regard the term optimal solution [43] and 

should keep in mind that KF can only deal with systems that are represented by Gaussians. 

This assumption is the only way to make KF a good estimator and to arrive at a reasonable 

solution. Furthermore, KF deals with linear systems. The limitation of KF based approaches is 

related to non-linearity lied in the heart of SLAM problem. 

Some dynamic systems and sensor models are not completely linear but may not be far from 

it either. Usually, sensor and motion models are nonlinear but approximately linear for small 

differences in the values of the state variables. Use of KF as a linear estimator will increase 

the error in the state estimates so largely. In order to prevent this error to become increasingly 

large, Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) [16, 37, 41, 42, 44], originally called Kalman-Schmidt 
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filter [41] is widely used for SLAM solution. EKF is an extended form of basic linear Kalman 

filter. The EKF algorithm providing an optimal solution for SLAM problem was first 

introduced by Smith and Cheesman in 1986 [15]. EKF-SLAM algorithm is based on Bayesian 

theorem as well as KF and has been implemented in many applications both in industry [45] 

and research [21, 46] fields. Likewise, the conditions of the system must follow some 

prerequisites such as linearity of the system and a Gaussian representation of the state and 

also noise by which the system is subject to. Even in cases that the system is not linear, it 

must be linearizable for the EKF algorithm to be able to achieve a reasonable solution. Only 

under these conditions the filter converges. When EKF works under above conditions, the 

solution to SLAM is sufficiently closer to the Bayesian solution and can be considered as an 

optimal solution. In case of EKF-SLAM, sensor and motion models are linearized and present 

noises must have Gaussian probability distributions. The process noise and the observation 

noise are considered independent, white, and with zero-mean. The distribution of error due to 

noise is considered uni-modal. An overview of KF and EKF can be accomplished from [16, 

20,40,41]. 

3.2 Noise Characteristics in EKF-SLAM 

As discussed in chapter one, there is always some noise around the sensing devices that is 

corrupting the process of a mobile robot navigation [47]. If EKF is used to estimate the path 

of a robot and locations of landmarks in the environment, the corrupting noise must have 

specific characteristics. Noise that is independent, white and zero mean, is a good candidate to 
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be matched with the EKF-SLAM algorithm. Furthermore, this noise needs to be Gaussian to 

make the best estimator out of the EKF-SLAM algorithm. 

3.2.1 Independency 

The independency assumption makes the computation in the filter much easier. Generally, it 

is fair to assume that the system noise and the measurement noise are mutually independent; 

this means that the amount of noise at each model has no influence on the other one. 

3.2.2 White Noise 

The assumption of noise being white makes the computation in the filter very easy. White 

noise is the type of noise that has same power at all frequencies in the spectra and is 

completely uncorrelated with itself at any time but the current times. 

3.2.3 Zero Mean 

Zero mean assumption implies that the error in system and measurements are random. Noise 

can be classified into systematic noise and non-systematic or random noise. Systematic noise 

is a noise that constantly corrupts the system state or measurements in a certain way. It is 

biased noise often caused by inaccurate parameters. Random noise is a type of noise that is 
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not systematic in that way. Random noise is sometimes positive and sometimes negative but 

in the case of zero mean on average zero. 

3.3 Gaussian Assumption 

3.3.1 Noise Gaussian 

The Gaussian assumption of noise usually makes the computation of a filter more tractable. 

This assumption states that the amount of noise can be modeled as a bell-shaped curve. This 

assumption is justified by supposing that motion and measurement noise are often caused by 

multiple small noise sources. No matter how the individual noise sources are distributed, the 

sum of all these independent sources will be Gaussian distributed [42]. Another reason for 

which Gaussian noise makes the computation of filter very convenient is that only the first 

and second order statistics of noise characteristics, mean and variance, are known. Many 

measurement devices provide only a nominal value of the measurement. 

3.3.2 Motion Gaussian 

The state of the system consists of the position and orientation of the vehicle and the position 

of landmarks in map of the environment. As was described before, there is always noise in the 

real world which affects the performance of the robot motion and if it is ignored, the system 

comes up with a significant amount of uncertainty [5, 47]. There is a specific way of 
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describing motion noise to translate it for EKF algorithm. To achieve such a representation of 

a random noise, some assumptions should be considered in advance. With the zero-mean and 

Gaussian distribution assumptions for the motion noise, the distribution of noise can be 

expressed as follows: 

w t ~ t f ( 0 , Q 4 ) (3.1) 

Where N (0 , Q*) denotes the Gaussian function with zero-mean and the system noise 

covariance matrix Q/t at time step k. The system noise covariance matrix Q^ can be described 

as follows: 

Q* = E[(w,)(w,)T] (3.2) 

The main diagonal of the covariance matrix Q* contains the variance in the state of the 

system. If the state of the system is expressed by vector x*, 

3.3.3 Observation Gaussian 

Similar to motion model, sensors for the observation are always subject to noise. This noise is 

considered random, independent, white, and with zero-mean for EKF-SLAM algorithm. In the 

same way of motion model, sensor noise can be expressed as 

v , ~ 7 V ( 0 , R , ) (3.3) 
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Just like motion noise, N (0 , Re) describes the Gaussian function. This function has zero-

mean with the system noise covariance matrix R* at time step k where R^ can be described as 

follows: 

R t = E[ (v t Xv t )
T ] (3.4) 

The main diagonal of the covariance matrix R* contains the variance in the observation vector 

variables v*. 

3.4 Non-linearity of the System 

Most dynamic systems in the real world applications are non-linear. As was described before, 

Kalman Filters can not deal with any non-linearity and since EKF-SLAM algorithm includes 

non-linear models, we need to describe motion and sensor models in terms of non-linear 

functions. 

3.4.1 Non-linearity of Motion Model 

The evolution of motion of a dynamic system can be described in form of a probabilistic 

model. An adequate non-linear model to describe a real noisy dynamic system is as follows: 

? ( x i | i t . 1 > « t ) O i t = / ( x W ) u t ) + w i (3.5) 
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Where /(.) is a non-linear system function which relates the state of the system in the previous 

time step k-1 to the current time step k. matrix, ut is the vector of control actions, w* is the 

system noise with the covariance matrix Q/t, and as discussed before w* is a white noise, and 

with zero-mean Gaussian distributed. 

3.4.2 Non-linearity of Sensor Model 

The sensor model describes how the observations are related to the states of the system. The 

EKF-SLAM algorithm needs a sensor model to update the state estimation using the 

observation readings. If, the sensor is described by a model that given the true state of the 

system describes what the observation data can be, then this model can compare the real 

observation with the observation given by the model to correct the state estimation. Due to 

non-linearity of real systems, the probability density function of sensor model is denoted in 

general form as 

? ( z J x t ) O z t = A ( x t ) + v t (3.6) 

Where h(.) is a non-linear observation function which relates the state of the system \k to the 

measurement from a range sensor, v* is the observation noise highly correlated with the 

motion noise which in the same way of motion noise is considered Gaussian, white, 

independent and with zero mean. Matrix R* is the covariance matrix of the observation noise. 
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3.5 EKF-SLAM Algorithm 

With the definition of the standard EKF the estimation of the state and its main covariance 

matrix of the posterior belief of Bet( xft) = P ( x J Z k , U t ,x0) can be computed as 

i ; = E [ x A | Z J (3.7) 

PI 
P+ P+ 

p + r p+ 

xkmt mkmk 

= E[(xk-rk)(xk-rkf\ zk ] (3.8) 

To estimate the state of a non-linear system with non-linear observations subject to Gaussian 

noise, EKF provides a recursive estimate of both state and covariance matrix. There are three 

steps for EKF to fulfill the task: prediction, observation and update. 

3.5.1 Prediction Step 

At time step k, the EKF propagates the state and uncertainty of the system at the previous time 

step. At this step the algorithm first generates a prediction for the state estimate using 

equation (3.9), following the state prediction, the predicted observation relative to the / 

landmark is done using equation (3.10) and then the state estimate covariance prediction is 

computed using equation (3.11). 
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System Model x~ = Ok x+_,+ uk (3.9) 

Sensor Model K^h (**) (3.10) 

The Jacobian matrix O* contains the partial derivatives of system function /(.) with respect to 

state x evaluated at the posterior state estimate %%_x in time step k-1. 

ox 
(3.12) 

3.5.2 Observation Step 

After the prediction step, an observation z* of t landmark is made according to equation 

(3.6). The difference between the observationik and the prediction observationi"k is called the 

innovation or the residual zk. The innovation denotes the difference between the predicted 

observation and the real observation at time step k. 

*k=*k-K
=*k-h (%) (3.13) 

If the innovation is negligible (almost zero), the predicted measurement is considered the 

same as real measurement in equation (3.6). This means that the measurement of the state 
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estimate at time step k, was very close to the true state in time step k. The innovation 

covariance matrix is then described as: 

Z , = ^ P ; ^ + R * (3.14) 

Wk is the Jacobian matrix with partial derivatives of the observation function h(.) with respect 

to the state xk evaluated at the prior state estimate x~k. 

^ 
_ 8h(x) 

dx 
(3.15) 

3.5.3 Update Step 

This step is called the observation update step or correction step or simply update step. The 

following correction equations correct the most recent belief of the system Bel+(xu) as 

described in equation (2.7) from chapter 2. 

This step is the final state estimate that the algorithm needs to be completed and is very 

important to the SLAM problem solution. The equations are as follows: 

xl=xk+Kkzk (3.16) 

p;= p;-K t(Y4 P ; T ; + R , ) K [ O.I?) 
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The factor K* is called Kalman filter gain which determines the extent that the innovation 

should be taken into account in the system posterior state estimate. Kalman gain determines 

this extent by looking at the relative uncertainty between the prior state estimate and the 

observation innovation [40]. Figure 3.1 shows the EKF algorithm. 

I * 

Initials 

xj and PQ' 

Figure 3.1: The EKF algorithm as a classical solution for SLAM problem when the system is 
represented with Gaussian implication. x~k is the prior state of the robot, x£ indicates the 
posterior state of the robot, andKk is the Kalman gain. 

To compare the prior state estimate uncertainty in the state space with the innovation 

uncertainty in the observation space, the Kalman gain converts the uncertainty in the 

observation space to the state space by means of the matrix *P . The Kalman gain is described 

as follows: 

K ^ P ^ C ^ P ^ + R J - 1 (3.18) 
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Figure 3.2 illustrates a posterior belief of the location of a landmark (in x direction) following 

by prior belief and observation steps. After incorporating the new observation, the EKF 

optimizes the prior belief of the landmark location. The posterior belief is shown by Figure 

(3.2-c). Unfortunately, the above restricted assumptions are not applicable in so many 

situations in the real world. The Gaussian implication of system and sensor noise is not a 

proper way to get into a reasonable solution for so many practical cases. Furthermore, EKF 

algorithm suffers form two basic problems that make it unreliable and hard to utilize for so 

many applications. Followings are two major issues regarding EKF-SLAM algorithm that 

diverge the filter and prevent it to work properly. These issues are the computational 

complexity, and the data association. 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3.2: Prior belief, observation, and posterior belief of location of a landmark in x direction 
[29]. (a) Prior belief (Prediction Step) of location of a landmark, (b) An observation of location of a 
landmark, c) Posterior belief of location of a landmark after incorporating the observation. 
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3.6 Computational Complexity 

One major issue of EKF-SLAM solution is the computational complexity which is in the heart 

of the algorithm. The more landmarks are observed and used to build a map, the more time 

the algorithm consumes. Moreover, EKF algorithm demands a huge memory while the 

landmarks are added to the map. In fact the Gaussian representation of the system and noise 

employed by EKF algorithm makes complexity of the computation quadratic. This is due to 

the fact that for a two-dimensional environment (which is considerable in most SLAM cases), 

the system covariance matrix P, contains 2M+3 by 2M+3 arrays. The number 3 is for the 

variables of the pose of the robot including (x,y) coordinates and 0 the orientation and M is 

for the number of landmarks in the map. Therefore a huge memory is needed for a quadratic 

grown covariance matrix as of M2. Leonard and Durrant-Whyte [10] have shown that the 

EKF-SLAM algorithm is an inappropriate solution for a large scaled environment with a 

significant amount of landmarks even though the noise is considered Gaussian. For more 

details on this issue one can accomplish a deep review in [10, 11, 18]. 

For more clarification, figure 3.3 depicts the system covariance matrix P. this matrix 

representation is called the absolute representation of the main matrix of the system [9]. It 

contains the covariance in the robot position, the covariance on the landmarks, the covariance 

between robot's position and landmarks, and finally it contains the covariance between 

landmarks mutually. The first cell An contains the covariance on the robot's position which is 

a 3x3 matrix (x, y, 0), A22 is the covariance on the first landmark which is 2x2 since 

landmarks are considered static and do not need any orientation. This continues down to AMM 

which is the covariance of last observed landmark. The cell A21 contains the covariance 
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between the robot's state and the first landmark. The cell A12 contains the covariance between 

the first landmark and the robot's state. A12 can be deduced from A21 by transposing the sub-

matrix A21. AMI contains the covariance between the last landmark and the first one, while 

A2M contains the covariance between the first landmark and the last one, which again can be 

deduced by transposing Am- To see how the data accumulates in the main covariance matrix 

while the robot is traveling through the environment, a simple situation is exemplified in the 

next section. 
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. . . 

A, MM 

Figure 3.3: Absolute representation of covariance matrix of the system P. This matrix contains 2M+3 
by 2M+3 arrays of matrices. 
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3.6.1 An Example of the Main Covariance Matrix of the System 

Suppose that an autonomous robot is in the initial position Pi with respect to a reference 

coordinate system as illustrated in figure 3.4. While the robot is moving to the position P2, 

observes the landmark mi. So far the only landmark the robot has observed is only landmark 

mi. Therefore, the only information which is incorporated to the map will be the coordinates 

of the first landmark with respect to the robot's coordinate system and the coordinates and 

heading of the robot with respect to the reference coordinate system. The main covariance 

matrix of the filter is then reperesented as follows: 

x 

0 

0 

Pi 

yR
Px 

0 

0 

y;i-y 
.ml 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 
ml 

y$i-yml 

0 

0 

y 
ml 

(3.19) 

As we can see this matrix is [2(l)+3] x [2(l)+3] = 5x5. The main diagonal of the matrix is the 

coordinate and heading of the robot and coordinate of the first landmark with respect to the 

global coordinate system. The off-diagonal elements are the coordinates of the landmark with 

respect to the robots reference system. Now suppose that the robot reaches to point P2 and 

observes the landmarks mi and m2. This time the main covariance matrix has more elements 

than the previous time step. This matrix is a [2(2)+3] x [2(2)+3] = 7x7 matrix which contains 

covariance in the robot position, the covariance on the landmarks, the covariance between 
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robot's position and landmarks, and the covariance between any pairs of landmarks as 

follows: 

P = xR 

xR 

xR 

xp2 
0 

0 

-xml 

0 

-xm2 

0 

0 

yR
p2 

y» 

y% 

0 

0 

-xmi 

0 

-yml 

0 

0 

< 2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

xp2 x 

0 

0 

xml 

0 

xml-xml 

0 

0 

y*P2-yml 

0 

0 

ymx 

0 

yml-ym2 

Xp2 

xM 

-xm2 

0 

0 

-xml 

0 

xml 

0 

0 

yR
P2-ym2 

0 

0 

yml-ym2 

0 
m2 

y 

(3.20) 

As we can see the main covariance matrix grows as the robot observes more landmarks. If 

there are unlimited landmarks in the environment, this matrix grows unbounded and 

eventually for M observed landmarks by the robot the covariance matrix P becomes so large 

that requires a huge amount of memory and computer power. 

yc 

80 J 

50 J 

10 O" m2 

tf m 3 

n i i i i i i i i i i i i i i r 

10 50 100 150 

x G 

Figure 3.4: A simple example for three landmarks 
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A simulated robot path estimate in two different positions in a closing loop case has been 

shown in figure 3.5; when the robot is in the middle of the loop, and when it has already 

completed the loop and is in the middle of the second round. The simulated covariance 

matrices of both situations are shown in figure 3.6. As we can see the EKF approximate the 

SLAM posterior as a high dimensional Gaussian over all features in the map and the robot 

pose. The off diagonal elements of the covariance matrix of this multi variant Goussian 

represent the correlation between all pairs of state valuables. As a result the EKF is expressive 

enough to represent the correlated errors that characterize the SLAM problem. This 

correlation between all pairs of the system grows as the robot keeps moving through the 

environment and observes landmarks and if there are unlimited landmarks, the main 

covariance matrix of the system grows unbounded which is not the case in the simulated loop 

closing example. The darker the matrix elements are, the higher the correlation between the 

state variables corresponding to the element's row and column is. 

In case of the second round, the map appears to be completely correlated and the cross 

correlation between different constellations is very much larger than the first case where the 

robot has not completed the loop yet. These correlations are updated but all the information 

stays in the memory used for the computation. Consequently, for a large number of 

landmarks, the covariance matrix will become extremely large so that even the most powerful 

computers can not handle the computation. This case is not practical in real world especially 

in outdoor applications that the number of landmarks is usually large. Consider the case if an 

autonomous robot is sent to another planet. In these situations, determining number of 

landmarks is not a possible task to do before starting the robot mission on surface of the 

planet. 
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3.7 Single-Hypothesis Data Association 

The mapping problem which is solvable by landmarks observations is always influenced by 

data association. Using the maximum likelihood rule, every observation is assigned to a 

landmark. Before the data is fused to the map, a new observation of landmark is assigned to it. 

If for any specific reason, this observation is wrong, which means the probability of the 

observation is not high enough, a new landmark with no accuracy is added to the map. Since 

EKF algorithm does not include data association uncertainty, wrong information is added to 

the map and EKF can not revise this wrong data. If more inaccurate information is fused to 

the map at the next time steps, the EKF algorithm diverges. Closing the loop will be a major 

problem specifically when the robot goes back to the first landmark after accomplishing one 

loop. In figure 3.4 if the number of landmarks increases 5 times, the robot faces a big problem 

for the loop closing. For more information on data association one can refer to [18]. 

There have been several attempts to solve the above issues and bring the EKF-SLAM to a 

better performance but still under Gaussian assumption. These attempts are scaling SLAM 

algorithms, and robust data association [11, 48]. Likewise, Montemerlo [11] has proposed an 

alternative way of dealing with SLAM problem that is based on Monte Carlo Localization 

(MCL) by implementation of Rao-Blackwellised particle filter (RBPF). This Alternative 

solution, called Fast-SLAM, contains the same promising results of EKF-SLAM with non-

Gaussian implication of the system. In chapter 5 we will discuss the FAST-SLAM algorithm 

in detail and will investigate the advantages and disadvantages of this method. 
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Figure 3.6: Simulated covariance matrix (a) loop not completed (b) loop completed 
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3.8 Summary 

The Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is a recursive data processing algorithm that has 

successfully been used in some applications. The EKF estimates the state of a noisy system 

using noisy measurements. More precisely, it calculates the conditional probability 

distribution over the space of states given measurements, the belief. It does this in a 

prediction-correction way, where it first predicts the state of the system based on system 

dynamics and then corrects its prediction based on measurements. 

The EKF makes a number of assumptions on the system, measurements and different noises 

that are involved in the estimation problem. The EKF assumes that the system and 

measurements are adequately modeled by a non-linear dynamic system which has been 

linearized, and that noises are independent, white, Gaussian and with zero mean. To deal with 

the complexity in the sensor and action models, the models must be assumed Gaussian 

distributed. Moreover, this filter assumes that the initial state of the system is also 

independent and Gaussian distributed. 

EKF for small scale environment and Gaussian conditions is an appropriate algorithm for 

SLAM problem nonetheless in case of outdoor applications where number of landmarks 

becomes extremely large it suffers from two major problems; computation complexity and 

single hypothesis data association. These two issues makes the usage of memory, and 

computational power and very costly while in case of loop closing the filter diverges and may 

not do the estimation correctly. 
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Chapter 4 

A Realistic Model of an Outdoor Mobile Robot 

4.1 A Realistic Outdoor Mobile Robot 

As we discussed in previous chapters, there is a need of motion and measurement models for 

a filter to get them fit into the algorithm so that the algorithm can make the best estimation out 

of relative and absolute measurements. Depending on the application area, these models may 

differ. Though, we should be very careful of deriving a model since a very perfect model 

might result in slow evaluation of the system. In this chapter we will introduce a standard 

outdoor car like robot with a mounted range/bearing sensor. Afterward, we will develop 

formulas that develop different aspects of a perfect navigator robot, in particular motion and 

sensing aspects. In this and the following chapters we will use these models in both EKF and 

RBPF instances. All simulation results will be according to equations that fit with the 

specifications of the outdoor mobile robot that will be represented in this chapter. Such a 

standard model of an outdoor autonomous robot with wheels [9] is shown in figure 4.1. 

4.1.1 Wheeled Mobile Robot System 

As we discussed in chapter 1, mobile robots have a system to be able to have a motion 

through an environment. In most cases, the locomotion system consists of wheels rather than 

legs. In nowadays applications, most wheeled autonomous robots look like regular vehicles 
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with four or six wheels. The reason is that, vehicle mobile robots with wheels are less 

complex in terms of derivation of motion models and very much suitable for navigational 

purposes. 

4.1.2 Encoder Reading Translation 

The robotic vehicle is equipped with optical wheel encoders [7] as demonstrated in figure 4.2. 

By means of wheel encoders the number of wheel rotation of a specific wheel can be 

calculated. If the diameter of the wheel is known in advance, the displacement of the robot 

can be estimated. As was described in chapter 1, this displacement is usually called dead 

reckoning or encoder sensor reading [49]. The velocity of the vehicle measured by the 

encoder reader is denoted as Ve. This velocity is used to translate the velocity of the middle 

back axel of the robot Vs. The equation that is used for this translation purpose is described as 

V *= W C4-1) 
1 - tan(a) — 

e 

4.1.3 External Range/Bearing Sensor 

The external range/bearing sensor [32] is installed in front of the robotic vehicle. This is the 

sensor which was modeled by equation (3.6) in chapter 3. This sensor returns range and 

bearing information to landmark m,. The position of the ith landmark, zu ~ (d, /?), is being 
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read, d is the distance of on-board sensor from the landmark and /? is the sensor bearing 

measured with respect to coordinate system of the back axel of the robotic vehicle (x , y ). 

The steering angle of the vehicle is noted by a. In figures 4.1 and 4.2 all parameters and 

variables of the system have been shown. 

XG 

Figure 4.1: The vehicle coordinate system and the position off landmark with respect to the robot 
coordinate system. 

yc 

LaserSensor 

> X G 

Figure 4.2: Kinematics parameters of the standard robotic vehicle 
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4.2 Linearization 

In practice, the prediction model for the robot trajectory and the model that relates observation 

to the states are not linear. The SLAM can be formulated if motion models can be linearized 

[26]. For the linearization purpose, the Jacobian of BOTH models can be used to propagate 

the main covariance matrix of the system P 

4.2.1 Motion Model Linearization 

Here, first it should be described how the model of the vehicle can be achieved. In theses 

cases usually the trajectory of one specific point of the robot body is analyzed [32]. In the 

robot showed in figure 4.1, the trajectory of the middle of the back axel is used to show the 

trajectory of center of the laser sensor and is given by equation (4.2). For clarity of 

presentation Xf (path of the robot) is considered instead of X^ (path of the sensor). In fact the 

state of the laser sensor mounted on the robot is the matter of importance but to simplify the 

signs and adapt it with the defined sets in chapter 2, character S is replaced with character R. 

VD 

V " 
y s 

<PS 

= 

~±R~ 
y* 

<PR 

= 

V*.cos(p) 

\R.sin(<p) 

—--tan(a) 

+ w (4.2) 

\ S = VR=UR *R *R\ = (KR *R\ (4.3) 
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The translation of the middle point of the back axel with respect to the global coordinate 

system (XQ , yG)is denoted as 

LS=LC+A.t(p+ B.t^a (4.4) 

Where Ls is the location of center of the laser sensor with respect to the global coordinate 

system and L is the location of middle point of the back axel of the robot with respect to the 

global coordinate system. 

The transformation vector is defined by the orientation of the robot as 

t<p = (cos (<p) , sin (cp)) (4.5) 

The location of the sensor can be represented as following scalar equations: 

xR = xc+ A- cos(<p) + B • cos(<p + —) (4.6) 

yR = yc + A • sin(p)+B • sin(#> + - ) (4.7) 

Where (xs, y5) is the coordinate of the laser sensor and (xR, y^) is the coordinate of the robot 

with respect to the global coordinate system. From now on, in this paper and in the MATLAB 

code, (xs, y5) will be considered as coordinate of the robotic vehicle. The full state 

representation can be written as: 
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" • R~ 
X 

yR 

~# 
_<p _ 

= 

YR.cos(<p)- — -N, 

VK.sim» + — -N2 

VR 

.tan(a) 

+ w (4.8) 

Where Ni = (A cos(<p) + B sin(#>))- tan(a), and N2 = (A cos(#>) - B sin(^))- tan(a) 

The whole state can be modeled as following 

4 
yf 

vR 

V
R

 + (5)y _ . * - i p y 

-^-.tanCa^) 

*- i + w (4.9) 

where 

© ^ A ^ - c o s ^ ) 

ax
k_,= (^sin(^_,) + 5cos(^_,))- tan(aA_,) 

ei_}=At-YR-i-^(<pL) 

QU= (^cos(^f_,) - 5sin(^_,))- tan(a4_!) 

W/t is the motion noise and A/ is the sampling time which in this case is not considered 

constant. 
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4.2.2 Sensor Model Linearization 

The equation that relates the robot state to the sensor observations is as follows: 

zk=h (x) + vA = 
J/fc,i 

-k,i 
+ \ = 

V(x?'-xf)2+(y:'-y?)2 

tan 
- i (yl y ^ 

(x?'-x*) 
+ V; (4.10) 

Where (x™', y™') is the coordinate of /'* landmark. As all landmarks are static, which means 

that they do not move and at any time step k, have the same locations with respect to the 

global coordinate system, the following equation can be considered: 

(x&.yE.^W.y^Cx-'.y-') (4.11) 

4.2.3 Control System with Noise 

If the state of the control system of the robot includes noisy signals (which in most cases 

does), a noise vector w£is added to the control vector and the complete no-linear motion 

model can be expressed as following 

x * = / ( x * - i . ™ * + Wt) + w* (4.12) 
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In most cases the sum of control noise and noise of the state of the robot can be added. With 

Jacobian of control vector the total noise of the motion is described as: 

w4 = / . w l + w* (4.13) 

Where 

r - d / ( x , u ) 
X=X, ' U=Ui (4.14) 

Now it can be seen that equation (4.15) can be equivalent with equation (3.5) from the third 

chapter. 

xA=/(x i_ I ,uy t + w n + w ^ s / ( x , _ 1 , u t ) + w i (4.15) 

4.2.4 Noise Characteristics Matrices 

All noise characteristics are assumed to be white, zero-mean, and independent. 

E[wJ = E[wf] = E K ] = E[vJ = 0 (4.16) 

E [ ( w , ) ( w , ) T ] = ^ . . Q , (4.17) 

E[(w£)(w£) T ]=^.Q* (4-18) 
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E[(w»)(w») T ]=<VQ" 

E[(vk)(vkj
r]=SiJ.Rk 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

x - 1 ° ''*y 

E[(w,) (w,) T ]= SiJQk = SiJ(Ja.Ql.JT
a+ StJ.Q

R
k) (4.21) 

where 

w , ~ J V ( 0 , Q , ) v t ~ t f ( 0 , R t ) 

w£~7V(0,Q£) w:~7V(0 ,QI) 

Now equation (2.2) can be rewritten in form of following matrix: 

m 
(4.22) 

Where 

x *-( x *»y*>p*) e*> (4.23) 

x m = (xm ' ,ym ' ,xm 2 , y m 2 , . . . , xm - , y m - ) e S 2 M (4.24) 
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and the model can be written in form of 

x f = / ( x * _ l f o t ) + w (4.25) 

xm< = (4.26) 

4.2.5 Jacobian Matrices 

The Jacobian matrix for the function of extended system f(xk_l,uk)is 

ox 

5/(xfl) 

8xb 

0 I 

(4.27) 

Where I e S2Mx S?M and the Jacobian matrix of the observation function h (xk ) is 

^ = 
dh(x) 

dx x=ij 

[&fl 
ax 

5zf 
. dx _ 

dz? 
d(xR

k,m) 

dx? 
d(xR

k,m) 

(4.28) 

Equation (4.28) always has a large number of null elements since only a few landmarks are 

observed and validated by the sensor at each time step. For instance if only one landmark is 

observed the Jacobian becomes: 
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(4.29) 

where 

Ax=x*-x™' 

Ay=yf-yr 

A = V(Ax)2+(Ay)2 

4.3 Applying EKF for the Standard Autonomous Robot 

As we have all model equations for the described standard robotic vehicle, we are now able to 

fit these equations into the EKF algorithm. This way, an optimal solution to SLAM can be 

found. The intention of this section is to show some simulation results specific to EKF-SLAM 

algorithm. We want to briefly analyze the result of simulations and discuss the performance of 

EKF-SLAM. To do this, an estimation error of each state element has been plotted and shown 

in figures 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5. This system is considered with Gaussian assumptions. 

Furthermore the system is subject to Gaussian, white, independent with zero-mean noise. 

Only under these certain circumstances the EKF provides an optimal solution to SLAM. 

Figures 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 demonstrate the true and the estimated vehicle position errors in x 

and y direction and for the robot orientation. It should be noted that the true error is not 

normally available in a real system. Figure 4.6 shows the true locations of the robotic vehicle 

and landmarks and figure 4.7 shows the observations by the laser sensor. In figure 4.8 a plot 
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of different location estimations of landmark m, is demonstrated. In figures 4.3 and 4.4 true 

error of the motion in both x and y directions have been plotted. While the condition has been 

set for the least amount of noise in different sensors of the robot, the average true error is still 

around 0.3 meters in both directions. Applying EKF algorithm to the SLAM problem reduces 

the error down to 0.07 meters in average. In figure 4.5, the value of true error of the vehicle 

orientation gives an average of 0.04 radians while the estimated error is less than 10% of the 

true orientation error after EKF algorithm is applied. This indicates that EKF-SLAM 

algorithm may be useful for navigation of a real outdoor mobile robot. Though, we should 

recall that the condition must follow Gaussian assumptions. 

An estimation error, is the difference between true and estimated states. It should be noted 

that the variation in the estimation error seems to remain constant. The EKF knows that the 

uncertainty in the system will decrease the chance that the predicted state estimates equal the 

true states as the time goes by. Due to the structure of its algorithm, the EKF does not justify 

this difference and naturally tries to compensate this difference at some point. Ideally, the 

variance in the state estimates that the EKF computations should at all time include the true 

state as a possible state. The deviation that the EKF calculates indicates how certain it is that 

the true state lies within a certain distance from the estimated state. The EKF is about 66% 

sure that the the true state element lies within one deviation from the estimated elements; this 

is called 1-a confidence interval. Figure 4.9 shows the innovation and innovation standard 

deviation along and cross the track direction with the 1-a confidence interval. In this 

particular run, the error that the EKF makes, remains quite small within the 1-a uncertainty 

region. The green shaded area shows 1-a confidence interval in figure 4.9. 
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Figure 4.9: Extended Kalman Filter innovations and innovation standard deviations in (a) Along-
track direction and (b) Cross-track directions Green shaded area shows 1-a confidence interval. 
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4.4 Summary 

As presented in this chapter, a realistic outdoor mobile robot model was shown. The car like 

mobile robot has a mounted range sensor to detect landmarks and a control system equipped 

with optical encoder attached to wheels. The optical encoder makes a monitoring of robot's 

motion. Modeling procedure of motion and sensor of such a robot, is a necessary step to make 

the robot ready for real world applications. It was also assumed that the corrupting noises in 

both sensor and motion models are Gaussian, with zero-mean, independent and white. 

The derived models, must be linearized since the real dynamic systems are mostly non-linear. 

These models can be linearized if they are linearizable. Usually, wheeled vehicles are good 

candidates for this purpose since their motion models are very suitable for linearization. 

Jacobian matrices are used to linearize both motion and sensor models. Once motion and 

sensor models are linearized, they can be fit into EKF algorithm to let it to make the best 

estimation out of robot's path. Some simulation results were shown in terms of true and 

estimated errors along x and y directions and for the robot orientation to better understand 

EKF-SLAM efficiency on a standard outdoor robotic vehicle. EKF innovations and 

innovation standard deviations along-track direction and cross-track directions were discussed 

in examples for the same robot on the same path to show the performance of EKF-SLAM 

under Gaussian conditions. 
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Chapter 5 

FAST-SLAM 

5.1 Rao-Blackwellised Particle Filtering 

In chapter 3, EKF-SLAM was introduced and it was explained that only under Gaussian 

conditions the filter converges. We saw that the EKF approximated the SLAM posterior as a 

high dimensional Gaussian over all features in the map and the robot pose. As discussed in 

chapter 3, there were some concerns regarding the performance of EKF when the situation 

changed to confront unlimited landmarks in a large environment. The off-diagonal elements 

of the covariance matrix P of this multivariate Gaussian, constrain the correlation between all 

pairs of state variables. In some real world applications there are some issues such as 

computational complexity and single hypothesis data association that makes the use of EKF-

SLAM absolutely inappropriate. While there have been so many efforts [19, 26, 32, 50, 51] to 

improve the performance of EKF-SLAM for such situations, Introducing FAST-SLAM by 

Montemerlo [11] made a revolutionary improvement in the design of recursive probabilistic 

SLAM and use of the filter with less concerns regarding the mentioned issues. 

FAST-SLAM with its basis in Recursive Monte Carlo sampling, or particle filtering, directly 

represents a non-linear process model which is not necessarily under Gaussian conditions. 

This method represents distributions using a finite set of sample states or particles. Michael 

Montemerlo [11] used this approach on the basis of earlier work of Thrun and colleagues [27, 

33]. A particle filter is a good tool to overcome discussed issues in chapter 3. Early 
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applications of particle filter in the SLAM problem go back to the work of Thrun, Fox, and 

Burgard [52] as Monte Carlo Localization where a set of particles were used to reperesent the 

distribution of possible states of a robot relative to a fixed map. This approach (particle filter) 

can be however reduced to the sample-space by applying Rao-Blackwellisaion (R-B). 

Whereby a joint state is partitioned according to the product rule JP(XI,X2) = P(x2 I xi)P(xi). 

And if P(x2 I xi) can be represented analytically, only P(xi) needs to be sampled. According 

to figure 2.4, the map is represented as a set of independent Gaussians, with a linear 

complexity, rather than a joint map covariance with quadratic complexity [23, 53]. 

5.1.1 Associated Data from Observation of a Landmark 

As was described in chapter 3, the EKF estimates the posterior of state of the system based on 

equation (2.1). This means that the estimation is done sequentially over landmark location and 

robot's pose at every time step k. In FAST-SLAM algorithm [11, 22, 23, 24, 25, 54], the 

posterior is estimated over the landmark location as well but instead of the single state of the 

robot at time step k, the path is estimated. Probabilistically, FAST-SLAM is employing 

equation (5.1) instead of equation (2.1) from chapter 2. 

i > ( X £ , m | Z A , U , , x * , d , ) (5.1) 

or simply 

P(Xk\Zk,Uk,x
R

0,dk) (5.2) 
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The difference between equations (5.1) and (2.2) is that in equation (2.2), only a single state 

x^ is being considered in the posterior estimation process, while in equation (5.1) the whole 

path of the robot X* up to time step k is being involved. 

In SLAM, every individual landmark has some specific information that is obtained from the 

range\bearing sensor observation and is unique, which means, it is dedicated only to that 

individual landmark's bearing and range. This unique information of a landmark can be 

independently incorporated into the filter calculation. Therefore, the assumption is that each 

observation gives the location data of only one individual landmark m; relative to the current 

state of robot xf at time step k. In a set of observation of different landmarks at time step k, 

which is zk = { zki, zkj, ..., zkn}, every member of this set is the observation of one 

individual landmark at that time step. For instance, if at time step k, the robot observed 

landmark /, the observation regarding that landmark will be indicated as zk l... The information 

or data related to that individual landmark observation which is incorporated to the map 

calculation, is identified by character d*,,-. Here, we will consider a set of information or data 

obtained from observation of many landmarks at time step k. This set specifies that what 

information about what landmark and in what time step is being incorporated to the filter 

calculation. The set of all data associated with the map according to the set of observations 

can be presented as 

d*={d i t ) < ,d t J , . . . ,d i t ) I I } (5.3) 
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For simplicity in the calculation we consider one device for observation of landmarks z k and 

consequently one data association d k and with execution of one control u k per each time step 

to avoid a cumbersome calculation. 

5.1.2 Independent Landmarks in a Bayesian Network 

Here, we recall figure 2.4 from the second chapter. In that picture, which is an example of a 

Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN), m, is observed at the first time step, m, is observed at the 

first time step, time step 2 and time step k and finally, landmark m„ is observed at both time 

steps 2 and k. from this figure it is obvious that if the true path of the robot is known, 

landmarks mj, m7; and m„, are mutually independent. In other words, there will be no 

correlation between any two landmarks (two nodes mj and mj) of the map in the above DBN 

and this property is called "d-separation" [55] in a DBN. This property of DBN makes the 

SLAM problem low-dimensional because an observation of a landmark will not provide any 

information about the position any other landmark. In other words, landmarks in the map are 

mutually independent. This leads the SLAM problem to this important fact that the 

information of location of a landmark does not affect the other ones in the map. Therefore, the 

path of robot is known and consequently the location of the observed landmark can be 

estimated without need of any information regarding any other landmarks. Since correlation 

between elements of the map only arise through robot pose uncertainty, if the robot's true 

path is known, the landmark positions can be estimated independently. As a result, the SLAM 

posterior can be re-written as equation (1.1) which is a factorization of particle filter for 
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robot's pose estimation from a set of landmark estimation products. This factorization will be 

more described in section 5.1.3. 

Figure 5.1: A dynamic Bayesian network. 

5.1.3 Factorization of Particle Filter 

From Figure 5.1, and using the definition of conditional probability, equation (5.1) can be 

expressed as follows: 

P(XR
k,m\Zk ,Vk ,x* ,dk) 

= P(XR\Zk ,Vk ,xR ,dk)P(m\XR
k,Zk ,Vk ,xR ,dk) (5.4) 

Since we can write the second term of right hand side of equation (5.4) as follows 
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M 

P(m\XR
k,Zk ,Vk ,xR , d j = f l P(m, \XR,Zk ,Uk ,xf ,dk) (5.5) 

Therefore, we can rewrite equation (5.4) as 

P ( X f , m | Z , , U , , x * , d , ) = 

M 

P(XR\Zk ,Vk , x * , d j x f j P(mi \XR,Zk ,Vk ,xR ,dk) (5.6) 
i=\ 

Path Posterior Landmark Estimators 

A proof of equation (5.6) can be reviewed in Appendix A. This equation indicates that with 

the notification of robot's path, a landmark position is conditional to path of the robot and 

independent of the other landmarks. Concequently, there will be M+l filters; One particle 

filter for path of the robot (path posterior) and M Extended Kalman Filters for landmarks 

positions estimation (landmark estimators) according to the path of the robot. This 

factorization [54] is absolutely exact and fits very well for any SLAM application. When the 

filter estimates path of the robot using particles, every landmark position is being tracked by 

EKF. Number of EKFs depends on the number of particles P. We can benefit from this 

advantage that there will be M*P EKFs In total to estimate landmarks locations using path of 

the robot at each time step and this makes the filter with multiple hypothesis data association. 

Figure 5.2 is a simulation of particles shaping around the path for estimation of it. Figure 5.3 

illustrates how many particles deal with path of the robot and landmarks positions at the same 

time. In this figure, we can figure out that the "structure combines sampling over a small set 
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of variables with closed for calculation of certain marginals" [11] and that is an example of 

RBPF. The super script on the left hand side of the states in figure 5.3 shows the number of 

the particle that is used to estimate every individual state of the robot in time step k. Character 

u indicates the mean of a normal distribution and c is the covariance. 
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5.1.4 State Samples 

From figure 5.3 we can see that pose of the robot for a specific particle 'n' can be expressed 

as follows: 

where, nXf is the n* particle's estimation of the robot's path. A sample of all particles at time 

step k is expressed as 

Sampleof x H ' x j ^ x f , . . . , ****} (5-8) 

The superscript on the left hand side of each term shows the involving of the n particle at 

time step k for estimating the path and M landmarks locations in the map using EKF and 

according to the estimated path of the robot using RBPF. 

5.2 Data Association Assumptions 

In this chapter, we will first consider mapping between observation and landmarks as known 

data. Known data association simply means that information of observation of each landmark 

is being incorporated to the map without being mixed with any other data observation of other 

landmarks. In other words, the data from each observation is absolutely known and related to 

only one landmark. 
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The classical way to deal with the data association problem in SLAM is to choose d k, such 

that it maximizes the likelihood of sensor measurement z t given all available data. 

d t > y=aigmaxP(z t I <**,,-, d t . „ X [ , Z H , U t ) (5.9) 

The term P (zk \ dki, d M , Xf, Zk_1 ,Uk ) is called as a likelihood and when the data 

association picks the maximum value of it, it is called as the Maximum Likelihood Estimator 

(MLE). The assumption of known data association simplifies the computations and is easy 

and straightforward to understand. While this is not the case in the most real world 

application, with the assumptions of known data association in FAST-SLAM, we can avoid 

the cumbersome calculations and later add the parameters of unknown data association to our 

computation. Thrun and colleagues [25] have derived an improved algorithm regarding the 

unknown data association for the current version of FAST-SLAM. Nonetheless, for simplicity 

we will consider the data association as known for the calculation and later on at the end of 

this chapter, the equations for the unknown data association case will be developed. 

5.3 FAST-SLAM Algorithm 

FAST-SLAM employs four steps to draw an estimated pose out of a series of samples from 

equation (5.8). These steps are state sampling, landmark estimation update, importance 

weight, and importance sampling update. Followings are four steps discussed in details. 
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5.3.1 State Sampling 

State sampling is the first step of FAST-SLAM algorithm. Before final prediction of the path, 

pose or state of the robot must be estimated for the time step k and added to the path upto one 

time step earlier (time step k-Y). This estimation is done for each particle that belongs to the 

set of particles in equation (5.8), and is up to time step k-1, where the pose has already been 

predicted successfully. 

Now a guess of pose of the robot must be done for the current time step k. To do so, a 

probabilistic motion model based on state of the robot at time step k is employed, while can 

be expressed as: 

n x ^ ~ P ( x ^ | u , , " x f _ 1 ) (5.10) 

Estimation at this level is added to a temporary set of particles along with the estimated path 

at time step k-\ which isnXf_j. Assuming that the sample of particles in equation (5.8) at time 

step k-1, is distributed as P (Xf_J Zk_l,Vk_l, x* ), the new particles distribution can be 

expressed as 

P ( X ? | Z ^ ,U 4 , x* ) (5.11) 

Equation (5.10) is according to the distribution of particle filtering. The size of map does not 

affect the particles sampling time consuming. No matter how big the map of environment is, 
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drawing the new pose of each particle is a constant time operation. Furthermore, the system 

does not have to be linearized like in the case of EKF-SLAM. In fact equation (5.9) can deal 

with any non-linearity of the system and this can be a significant advantage of FAST-SLAM 

compare to EKF-SLAM. The distribution according to equation (5.11) is also referred to 

proposal distribution of particle filtering. 

5.3.2 Landmark Estimation Update 

If the data association d^ t at time step k regarding the observation of the ith landmark m, is 

known, the whole data association of observation of n landmarks at this time step can be 

expressed as the following set: 

*k={*Ki^k,JT--^k,n} (5-12) 

While the observation of all landmarks up to time step k can be expressed as: 

z * = {zi>Z2>---> z *} = {z*-i>z*} (5-13) 

The known data association assumption is just for simplicity to derive equations of 

observation. Montemerlo has derived a modified version of FAST-SLAM called FAST-

SLAM 2.0 [17] that deals with unknown data association as well. If there are M landmarks in 

the environment that are already observable, then M low dimensional EKFs are considered for 
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each of P particles. In total, there will be A/xP Extended Kalman Filters involved in the 

estimation of landmarks in FAST-SLAM algorithm. In fact, each particle carries M Extended 

Kalman Filters that estimate the location of M landmarks based on path estimation of the 

robot. At this step, the independency of landmarks observations makes M independent 

estimation of landmarks based on the estimated trajectory. If a landmark is not observed at the 

current time step, the posterior data at the previous time step will be substituted according to 

the following equation. 

P (m, | X f , Z , , U t , x* ) = P(m, I X ^ . Z , . , , U W , x* ) (5.14) 

If a landmark is observed then the following equation that is simplified according to Bayes 

rule and Markov localization can estimate the location of i,h landmark. 

= P ( z J m i , x £ ) i > ( m , I X ^ Z ^ U ^ x * ) (5.15) 

Equation (5.15) is called the landmark update equation. To better express this equation with 

the consideration of the non-linearity of the measurement which is expressed as equation 

(5.16), equations (5.18), (5.19), and (5.20) are expressed as follows: 

P(zk\xk)&zk = h ( x ^ m ^ + v , (5.16) 
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xk~N(0,Rk) (5.17) 

ik=hC*i,h-v) (5-18) 

A t = 
dh(x) 

fan 

/ ^ x f ^ ^ z . + A ^ z , , - > , _ , , ) (5.20) 

where \ak^, is the mean of z'rt landmark at time step k, and AA is the matrix of partial 

derivatives observation function over the bservation vector of i'h landmark at time step 

&.Using equation (5.20), both measurement and probability density function of the map will 

be Gaussian. 

zk~N(zk+ Ak(zkJ-*[ik_u),Rk) (5.21) 

Pirn, | X ^ t , , U H , x : ) ~ J V ( " u . w
n S,_u) (5.22) 

Then we will have the EKF algorithm to update a landmark location at time step k: 

Z ^ A / E ^ . A ^ + R , (5.23) 

Kk=°Zk_uA
T

k Z - 1 (5.24) 
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n^,<="^-u + K t ( z t - « t ) (5.25) 

*ZkJ=\I-KkAk]*Zt_u (5.26) 

where n S t , is the co variance of/' landmark. When a landmark is in the range of the robot's 

sensor, there is a distance D between the sensor and the landmark, and there is an angle fi 

expressing the orientation of the landmark with respect to the sensor as shown in figure (4.1) 

in chapter 4. The range/bearing sensor reads the coordinate and orientation of the robot and 

accordingly, the observation can be expressed as: 

*-k
 = h ( x ) + v / 

Jk,i 

'k,i 

+ V, 
vs 

tan 

•x£)2+(yr-yf)2 

/ ^ (yr-y.) 
(xr-xf) V V H kJJ 

R K\ 

<Pk + ^ 
+ v, (5.27) 

where (x™', y™') is the coordinate of the observed landmark with respect to the global 

reference system and cp is the angle that the coordinate system of the sensor/robot (The sensor 

coordinate system is attached to the robot) makes with the global reference system. The 

Jacobian A* is then expressed as follows: 

K = 

x * ' - * t y j t ' - y * 

VI VA 

yr-y* x-'-x* 
(5.28) 
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where 

*=(x?-xzr+(y?-rkr (5.29) 

5.3.3 Importance Weights 

Since particles that are used to predict the path of the robot are distributed as equation (5.11), 

they need to be matched with equation (5.30). 

P(XR
k\Zk , U t ,x0

R) (5.30) 

By so called importance sampling, this matching can be done. If there is no way to take direct 

sample out of a function, a technique called importance sampling can be used. Importance 

sampling draw samples from a proposal function. A weight is given to each sample that is as 

follows: 

n „?. 
Target distribution Y(aXk \Zk,Uk,x0) /C-,1N 

wk= = — (5.31) 
Proposal distribution P(nX* \Zk „ U t , x J ) 

This process which is called SIR algorithm is an example of Rubin's sampling importance 

resampling [53]. According to this process, a new set of unweighted samples is drawn from 
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the weighted set with probabilities in proportion to the weight. Using Bayes rule and Markov 

assumption, the weighted samples can be expressed as: 

wk = P(Zk\
nXR

k,Z^,Uk,x
Ro) (5.32) 

As the landmark estimator is an EKF, this observation likelihood can be computed in closed 

form. This probability can be calculated using the innovation and its covariance matrix. The 

importance weight can be then written as 

1 1 T ~ , 
n w t = , .. e x p ( - - zkJ Z~ki zkJ) A/| 2*K, I 

(5.33) 

Proposal 
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Figure 5.4: Drawing samples from the proposal distribution [11 J. 
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Figure 5.4 depicts the drawing of samples from the proposal distribution (dashed curve) in 

one dimension. The solid curve indicates the target distribution. This figure shows how hard it 

is to draw samples from the target distribution. It is obvious that the samples that have higher 

weights in the regions of the proposal distribution are larger than the target distribution and 

vise versa. 

5.3.4 Importance Sampling Update 

After weighting temporary particles, a new set of samples X* is drawn with replacement from 

this set with probabilities in proportion to the weights. This step is called importance re

sampling in which FAST-SLAM corrects the pose sample X* since there has not been any 

most recent measurement involved in the process. Different re-sampling techniques can be 

found in [56]. 

5.4 Sample Impoverishment 

As discussed in section 5.3.3, the proposal and target distributions are getting matched to 

draw samples for the estimation of path. The better these distribution functions fit, the more 

samples are incorporated to the path estimation. If for some reason, target and proposal 

distributions do not match, many particles will be ignored in the resampling step. 

If the motion is noisy and the sensor is very accurate, which means the amount of noise in 

sensor readings is near to zero, the particle throwing away, happens in the third step of FAST-

SLAM algorithm. This effect will be demonstrated based on the simulation data in the next 
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chapter. Obviously, when the measurement noise goes towards zero, the proposal and target 

distributions are getting less matched since lots of particles (samples) are thrown away. Since 

many of samples will be thrown away and since there will not be enough samples to estimate 

the state of the robot at each time step, the filter diverges. This phenomenia is called sample 

impovrishement and is one disadvantage of this particular FAST-SLAM. Montemerlo and 

Thrun have improved a version of FAST-SLAM called FAST-SLAM 2.0 [17] that very well 

overcomes this issue. 

5.5 Computational Complexity in FAST-SLAM 

5.5.1 Linear Computational Complexity 

According to the FAST-SLAM representation, it seems that the computational complexity 

requires time linear in the number of landmarks times the number of particles associated in 

the calculation of path of the robot. In other words, the computational complexity seems to be 

MxP. Since P particles are used for every update, we may have to live with this fact that P 

(Number of particles) will continue to be in the linear complexity of the rest of calculation for 

the path estimation. The linearity in number of landmarks M, is due to the fact that any 

considered particle in the weighted particle set may be duplicated several times. This 

duplication is the result of sampling which is done by the replacement act. At each time step, 

every particle set, up to the current time step, is replaced by the new set of particles and this 

replacement happens continuously for the rest of the path. Since the length of particles 

linearly depends on number of landmarks in the map, this replacement is linear in the size of 
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the map. Likewise, most of landmark filters remain unchanged and identical at every time 

step. 

5.5.2 Logarithmic Computational Complexity 

For more efficiency and to make the linear replacement of landmarks to a logarithmic form a 

new representation of computational complexity may be considered. By this representation, 

the linearity of M landmark filters that are duplicated at each time step will be shared among 

particles and consequently the FAST-SLAM algorithm will be more efficient. To convert the 

linearity of M filters to a logarithmic form we can change the particle representation form as 

an array of landmark filters to a binary tree as indicated in figure 5.5. In this figure, ' / ' 

identifies a randomly chosen landmark. In this figure a binary tree for eight landmark filters is 

shown [25]. From this figure it is obvious that any sub-tree can be shared among many 

landmarks. While this representation is more complicated, alot of memory for the filter 

computation will be saved. On average, the result of such tree will end up with a logarithmic 

complexity in computation and consequently the computation will be less complex as of the 

linear procedure. In fact the computation complexity will be performed as Pxlog (M). 

Figure 5.6 depicts a specific situation in which the third landmark at time step k is observed 

and updated. In this incomplete tree, only the third landmark Gaussian parameters are updated 

and instead of entire tree, a single path from the root to the third landmark Gaussian 

parameters is duplicated. The tree is completed by copying the missing pointers from the tree 

of the generating particles. Thus branches that leave the modified path will point to the 

unmodified sub-trees of the generating particle. 
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Figure 5.5: The binary tree of landmark filters [25] 
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Figure 5.6: The landmark tree update procedure [25] 
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Clearly, generating the modified tree takes time logarithmic in M. Moreover accessing a 

Gaussian also takes time logarithmic in M, since the number of steps needed for navigating to 

a leaf of the tree is equivalent to the length of the path. Therefore, both generating and 

accessing a partial tree can be done logarithmic in M. Since at every update step M new 

particles are generated, the FAST-SLAM algorithm requires time Pxlog(M). 

5.5.3 Computational Complexity Simulation 

Figure 5.7 illustrates the simulated result of scaling performance evaluation. In this 

simulation, for 200 iterations number of landmarks with the variation of up to ten thousand 

for the linear time FAST-SLAM while this number varies from 1 to more than one million 

landmarks for the logarithmic time fast slam. 300 particles have been considered for this 

simulation. The diagrams show the time consuming for computing 500 sensor updates with all 

observable landmarks during 7 different runs. It is obvious that with the logarithmic time, 

FAST-SLAM performance increases substantially compare to that of FAST-SLAM with 

linear time consideration. Logarithmic FAST-SLAM also saves a huge amount of memory for 

the calculation of path and the environment map. Figure 5.8 indicates memory needed for 

FAST-SLAM calculation for both logarithmic and linear time FAST-SLAM. In this diagram 

the advantage of logarithmic FAST-SLAM is validated compare to the linear one. The 

logarithmic FAST-SLAM requires only a few Mega-bytes even though the incorporated 

landmarks to the map increases up to 1,000,000 while the linear FAST-SLAM needs more 

than 20 Mega-bytes for only a few of landmarks. 
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5.6 Data Association in FAST-SLAM 

In practice, the number of landmarks in the map can not be obtained trivially such as what 

was shown in figure 5.6. Instead, the data association has to be solved between the 

observation of landmarks at time step k and set of landmarks in the map. This problem can be 

solved by maximum likelihood rule as described in section 5.2. If d^ is the data association 

where ie{l, 2, ..., M) set of landmarks, the probability of d^can be described by 

P(d, , |Z, ,U t) = J P(dkj\Xk,Zk,Vk)P(Xk\Zk,Uk)dXk (5.34) 

RBPF 

X P(dk^Xk,Zk,Vk) (5.35) 

Markov 

= X P(dKl\
Dxk,zk) (5.36) 

Bayes 

oc Y / ' ( ^ | n x i , d , , ) (5.37) 

When dfcj in equation (5.37) reaches its maximum value, it means the maximum likelihood 

data association. When the maximum value of probability of the data association in equation 

(5.34) is below a threshold a, the landmark is considered previously unseen and the map is 

augmented accordingly. 
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Figure 5.7: (a) run time of 500 iterations of linear FAST-SLAM (b) run time of 500 iterations of 

logarithmic FAST-SLAM [11] 
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Figure 5.8: Memory usage of logarithmic FAST-SLAM compare to that of linear FAST-SLAM [11] 

Unlike EKF-SLAM which is based on single-hypothesis data association, FAST-SLAM does 

not determine the data association once for each observation. This property of FAST-SLAM 

is called multiple-hypothesis data association. Consequently, if a wrong observation of a 

landmark is not accurate enough, the data is simply ignored and is not fused to the map since 

the particle carrying it could not achieve enough weight in the resampling process and has 

already been ignored. FAST-SLAM has multiple data association property and only the most 

accurate data is being incorporated and fused to the map. The particles with the most correct 

data association that have enough weight can pass the resampling process and the most 

accurate data association which are carried by those particles are filtered from the resampling 

process and considered to be fused to the map. Multiple-hypothesis data association is a very 
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important property of FAST-SLAM that makes it much more accurate compare to EKF-

SLAM and prevents the filter to diverge. 

5.7 FAST-SLAM with Unknown Data Association 

In the previous sections of this chapter we assumed dk as known data association. All 

calculation sofar has been according to known data association assumption since it makes the 

calculation of FAST-SLAM easier. Since in real world, data association is rarely known, we 

have to extend the FAST-SLAM algorithm to domains in which the mapping between 

observations and landmarks is unknown. As was descried in section 5.2 and according to 

equation (5.9), dk is chosen the way it maximize the likelihood of sensor measurement zk 

given all available data. This approach is called Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE) or 

Nearest Neighbor data association. 

In chapter 3, we described that EKF-SLAM, posses a single hypothesis data association 

property. Consquently, EKF algorithm is fragile to ambiguity of data association and fails to 

estimate the path reasonabaly. This ambiguity is due to the fact that uncertainty in SLAM 

posterior generates uncertainty in observing nearby landmarks. To better understand the data 

association uncertainty problem, the following section discusses the matter in detail. 

5.7.1 Uncertainty in Data Association 

As was described in section 1.2.6 of chapter 1, both motion and measurement are subject to 

noise. As measurement becomes noisy, the distribution of possible observations of each 
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landmark becomes more uncertain. "If measurement is very noisy, the distributions of 

observation of close landmarks will begin to overlap substantially. This overlap causes the 

ambiquity in landmarks indentification by the algorithm. Montemerlo [11] has refered to data 

association ambiguity caused by measurement noise as measurement ambiguity. Figure 5.9 

indicates an example of measurement ambiguity. In this figure, ellipses illustrate the range of 

probable observations from two nearby landmarks. The dark circle depicts possible 

observation from either landmark. 

Measurement 
Uncertainty 

0"""" V J 

Figure 5.9: Measurement Ambiguity 

Attributing an observation to the wrong landmark due to measurement and ambiguity, will 

increase the error of the map and robot pose, but its impact will be relatively minor. Since the 

observation could have been generated by either landmark with high probability, the effect of 

observation of the landmark positions and the robot pose will be small. The covariance of one 

landmark will be slightly overestimated while the covariance of the second landmark will be 

slightly underestimated. If multiple observations are incorporated per control a data 
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association mistake due to measurement ambiguity of one observation will have relatively 

little impact on the data association decisions for the other observations. 

Ambiguity in data association caused by motion noise can have much more severe 

consequences on estimation accuracy. High emotion noise will lead to higher pose ucertainty 

after incorporating a control. If this pose of uncertainty is high enough, assuming different 

robot poses in this distribution will imply drastically different ML data association hypothesis 

for the subsequent observations. According to figure 5.10, this motion ambiguity is easily 

induced if there is significant rotational error in the motion of robot. Moreover, if multiple 

observations are incorporated per control the pose of the robot will correlate the data 

association decisions of all of the observations. If the SLAM algorithm chooses the wrong 

data associations for the single observation due to motion ambiguity the rest of the data 

associations also will be wrong by high probability. Choosing a wrong number of incorrect 

data associations will typically lead to divergence in an EKF" [11]. 

Pose 
Uncertainty 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Figure 5.10: Motion ambiguity-Uncertainty due to the robot's. 
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5.7.2 Per-Particle Data Association 

Unlike most EKF-based Approaches, FAST-SLAM takes a multi hypothesis approach to the 

data association problem. Each particle represents a different hypothesized path of the robot, 

so data association decisions can be made on a per-particle basis. Particles that pick the 

correct data association will receive high weights because they explain the observations well. 

Particles that pick wrong associations will receive low weights and be removed in a future 

resampling step. 

Per particle-data association has several important advantages over standard MLE data 

association. First, it factors robot's pose uncertainty out of the data association problem. Since 

the motion ambiguity is the more severe form of data associationambiguity, conditioning the 

data association decisions on hypothesized robot paths, seems like a logical choice. According 

to figure 5.10, some of the particles would draw new robot poses consistent with the data 

association on the top, while others would draw poses consistent with the data association 

hypothesis on the bottom. 

Doing data association on a per-particle basis also makes the data association problem easier. 

In the EKF, the uncertainty of a landmark position is due to uncertainty in the pose of the 

robot as well as uncertainty due to measurement error. In FAST-SLAM, Unncertainty of the 

robot pose is represented by the entire particle set. The landmark filters in a single particle are 

not affected by motion noise because they are conditioned on a specific robot path. This is 

especially useful if the robot has noisy motion and an accurate sensor. 

The simplest approach to per-particle data association is to apply MLE data association 

heuristic, only on a per-particle basis. Again, because the landmark estimators are EKFs, the 
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likelihood in equation (5.38), can be calculated using innovations. This likelihood is exactly 

the same as the importance weight calculated in equation (5.9) for the original FAST-SLAM 

algorithm. If the value of this likelihood falls below some threshold Po, a new landmark is 

added to the particle. 

P(zk\ "XR
k,Zk_„Vk,dk)= \ *M-\KiK,\i) (5-38) 

MLE data association tends to work much better in FAST-SLAM than it does in EF-based 

approaches. The main reason for this success is that the most severe component of data 

association ambiguity comes from uncertainty in the robot's pose. Some fraction of the 

particles will draw new poses that are consistent with the true pose of the robot. These poses 

will receive correct data associations and explain the observations well. Particles that draw 

poses far from the true pose will receive wrong data associations that explain the data poorly. 

5.7.3 Adding New Landmarks 

"Adding a new landmark to FAST-SLAM can be difficult decision to make just as EKF-based 

algorithms. This is especially true when an individual measurement is insufficient to constrain 

the new landmark in all dimensions. In the measurement function h("xk ,zk) is invertible, 

however, a single measurement is sufficient to initialize a new landmark. Each observation 

defines a Gaussian: 
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z ,~ iV(z ,+ A,( zkJ- » ^u),Rk) (5-39) 

This Gaussian can be written explicitly as: 

\ e x p [ - l ( z , - ik-Ak( z , , - n u ^ f R ^ z , - Ek-Ak{ z A , - » ^ _ y ) ) ] (5.40) 

VI 2 7 t Z*,<' I 2 

We define a function Q to be equal to the negative of the exponent of this Gaussian: 

Q = i ( z 4 - i t - A 4 ( z , , - n u . ^ R " 1 ^ - ik~K( zkJ-
 a u . ^ ) (5.41) 

The second derivative of Q with respect toz t .will be the inverse of the covariance matrix of 

the Gaussian in landmark coordinates. 

^ - = -(zk- ik~Ak( zkJ- » u ^ R ; 1 A, (5.42) 
oz kj 

dlQ 
dzu 

f = A; R-1 A, (5.43) 

Consequently, an invertible observation can be used to create a new landmark as follows. 

n .. - U -1 / » _ * \>k-u = h-lC<>*k) (5-44) 
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• E w = A r
t R ? A t (5.45) 

awk = Po (5-46) 

In practice, a simpler initialization procedure also works well. Instead of computing the 

correct initial covariance, the covariance can be computed by setting the variance of each 

landmark parameter to a high value and incorporating the first observation. Higher values of 

K lead to closer approximations of the true covariance, but can also lead to numerical 

instability. 

• u ^ ^ / T ' C x f , ^ ) (5.47) 

n2*,, = K I (5.48) 

In appendix B, the FAST-SLAM algorithm with unknown data association is represented. 

This algorithm incorporates a single observation for every control. This choice is for 

notational simplicity only. Multiple readings can be incorporated per time step by processing 

each observation sequentially. The weight for each particle is equal to the product of weight s 

due to each observation considered alone. Incorporating multiple observations per time step 

will increase both the accuracy of data association and the accuracy of the resulting map" 

[11]. 
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5.8 Summary 

In this chapter we discussed an alternative algorithm to deal with SLAM problem. This 

algorithm is called FAST-SLAM. FAST-SLAM is a method based on Rao-Blackwellised 

Particle filtering in a Bayesian network that was first introduced by Montemerlo. Since 

landmarks are mutually independent, observation of each landmark can be incorporated to the 

map with no correlation with other landmarks in the map. A factorization of particle filter can 

make the FAST-SLAM algorithm very straight forward since the problem become low 

dimensional. This factorization lets the path of robot be estimated by particles while there will 

be simple EKF filters as many as landmarks in the map. The landmark position will be 

estimated by EKFs according to the path of rbot which was estimated by particles in advance. 

The result of factorization can be shows as follows. 

P ( X * , m | Z t ,XJk , x* ) = P(X* \Zk ,13k ,x« )P(m\X«,Zk ,Uk , x* ) 

M 

RBPF in FAST-SLAM fulfills the task in four major steps; State sampling, Landmark 

estimation update, Importance weight, and updating importance sampling. This process is 

basd on drawing samples from the proposal distribution that is bing matched with a target 

distribution. Samples have higher weights in the regions that the proposal distribution is larger 

than the target distribution. Drawing samples from the proposal distribution simplifies the 

process rather than drawing samples form the target distribution. 
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Computational complexity is not at the level of concern as of EKF-SLAM any more since it is 

not quadratic. Instead, it appears to be linear while it is even simpler with the logarithmic 

representation of FAST-SLAM. With the structure of FAST-SLAM algorithm, the data 

association is not a major concern since it posses multiple hypothesis data association 

property. Unlike EKF-SLAM, an observation data is not determined for each observation and 

is corrected many times before being incorporated to the map. 
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Chapter 6 

Simulations and Results 

6.1 A comparison between EKF-SLAM and FAST-SLAM 

This chapter includes number of original simulation experiments to show characteristic 

features of SLAM and FAST-SLAM methods. As it was described before there are two 

different filters EKF and RBPF considered for the same trajectory and landmarks locations for 

a particular SLAM problem for standard outdoor robotic vehicle. According to figure 6.1 the 

specifications of the vehicle have been considered as A=4.0m, Ar=3.0m, ^==0.75m, and 

5=0.4m. Vehicle velocity is 2.0 m/s and the maximum range for the mounted sensor is 100.00 

m. In this simulation, the noise in which the system is subject to, is at first assumed Gaussian, 

white with zero-mean and independent. Then a simulation according to this assumption is 

made using EKF algorithm. 

Figure 6.1: Dimentions of the standard robotic vehicle 
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The result in figure 6.2 shows that the vehicle stays near the path with a highly acceptable 

estimation. The dotted line shows the odometer reading. Figure 6.3 illustrates the same 

trajectory in which the noise is not Gaussian anymore but instead a mixture of exponential 

and Gaussian implication has been applied for the case. This figure clearly shows how fragile 

the EKF algorithm can be due to non-Gaussian implication. Since the EKF is based on first 

order Taylor approximation, it will be no more accurate for an optimal solution to SLAM 

problem in this situation. Notice that almost in the middle of the trajectory, EKF can no 

longer manage the non-Gaussian error of the system. The catastrophic result is obvious when 

the vehicle is almost at point (x=325, y=200) with respect to the reference coordinate system 

(global coordinate). The true path is shown by the dashed line. It can be seen that how much 

difference along both x and y-axes are made after the robot arrives to the end of the trajectory. 

Another reason of this failure might be due to the fact that EKF can not deal with the non-

linearity of the observations. If, for some reason the observation information is wrong, it will 

be embedded to the filter before fusing the data to the map and of course with no more 

considerations into it. Since EKF algorithm does not do any correction at this step, the wrong 

data will be one part of the map and can be never corrected. If more wrong observations in the 

next steps are obtained, that the possibility is high, the error highly accumulates and the EKF 

diverges. Figure 6.4 illustrates the same situation using RBPF. In this case, the non-Gaussian 

assumption is considered as well. Likewise, the filter performs a good estimation of the path 

and landmark readings. This diagram is the result of 100 particles in the MATLAB code for 

observing each individual landmark. For the robot position tracking, 100 particles are 

considered as well. This figure is a proof of RBPF success for a situation in which the system 

noise is not Gaussian and at the same time the motion model is non-linear. It is obvious that 
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the data association is in no more concern. The result shows how well the RBPF deals with a 

situation in which EKF could not as indicated in figure 6.3. 
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Fgure 6.2: EKF-SLAM under Gaussian conditions 
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Figure 6.3: EKF-SLAM with non-Gaussian conditions 
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Figure 6.4: FAST-SLAM with non-Gaussian conditions 
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In figures 6.5 to 6.10 the position and orientation estimation errors using both EKF with 

Gaussian and non-Gaussian implication and RBPF with non-Gaussian implication for a non

linear system are compared. While the estimated position error in case of EKF-SLAM with 

non-Gaussian assumptions increases more than 90 meters, the FAST-SLAM limits the 

position estimation error up to 1 meter in the worst case and the average stays around 0.40 

meters. This makes the result very much appropriate for the SLAM solution in case of non-

Gaussian implication with non-linearity of the motion equations. Furthermore, while the 

average of orientation error in figure 6.9 is around 0.025 radian, this average does not have a 

pick more than 0.015 radian at the beginning of the trajectory and it goes down to the average 

of 0.005 radians for the rest of the trajectory while it gives the same promising results with the 

EKF-SLAM under Gaussian conditions. 

EKF-SLAM with Gaussian Implication 

Figure 6.5: Position estimation error for EKF-SLAM with Gaussian conditions 
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Figure 6.6: Position estimation error for EKF-SLAM with non-Gaussian conditions 
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Figure 6.7: Position estimation error for FAST-SLAM with non-Gaussian conditions 
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Figure 6.11 again indicates a simulated result of FAST-SLAM performance versus EKF-

SLAM in terms of increasing control noise of the process. In this simulation the root mean 

square position (RMS) error for both filters are illustrated. By increasing the level of control 

noise up to 0.3, the RMS position error of FAST-SLAM does not make a big difference while 

this error increases substantially for EKF-SLAM and consequently causes the filter to diverge. 

The RMS error for both filters was computed over 10 different runs in the simulation with 

two different levels of odometric noise. At each level, the other specifications and parameters 

were held constants. 
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Figure 6.8: Orientation estimation error for EKF-SLAM with Gaussian conditions 
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Figure 6.9: Orientation estimation error for EKF-SLAM with non-Gaussian conditions 
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Figure 6.10: Orientation estimation error for FAST-SLAM with non-Gaussian conditions 
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Figure 6.12 is another proof of the accuracy of FAST-SLAM in terms of RMS position error 

compare to that of EKF-SLAM. As number of incorporated particles increases, the RMS 

position error difference between EKF-SLAM under Gaussian condition and RBPF under 

non-Gaussian condition becomes smaller. It is obvious that with a number of 100 particles the 

difference between RMS position errors of both filters become reasonable. In other words, 

100 particles suffice to make the accuracy of FAST-SLAM under non-Gaussian condition as 

perfect as EKF-SLAM under Gaussian condition. The interesting fact is that FAST-SLAM 

with 100 particles requires an order of magnitude fewer parameters than the EKF-SLAM in 

order to achieve this level of accuracy. This result suggests that only with a few hundred of 

particles in FAST-SLAM the level of accuracy is high and there is no need of relatively high 

number of particle involvement. 

FAST-SLAM and EKF-SLAM comparison with different control noise levels 
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Figure 6.11: RMS position error for different levels of control noise 
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FAST-SLAM and EKF-SLAM comparison with different control noise levels 
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Figure 6.12: RMS position error for different amount of particles 

6.2 Single and Multiple Hypothesis Data Association 

To compare the performance of FAST-SLAM (RBPF) and EKF-SLAM, with a dense map we 

have done severl simulations. Due to single hypothesis data association employed by EKF-

SLAM even when it is under Gaussian conditions, if landmarks are very close to eachother, 

the performance of the filter defects. Figure 6.13 illustrates a situation bywhich EKF 

algoriyhm was used. In this figure a real road has been simulated and it is assumed that the 

range/bearing sensor is able to detect the curbs of the road as very nearby objects. In this 

simulation the sensor was able to detect approximately 6 point landmarks per meter. The 

distance range of the sensor was also changed and set to 50 meters. All other specifications of 

the vehicle and sensor were held the same as section 6.1. 
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As we can see in figure 6.13, the small circles are the waypoints that the robot is supposed to 

pass through. Figure 6.14 shows how much the robot is far away from the true path. This is 

due to the fact that EKF-SLAM can not deal with a dense map with very close landmarks. In 

fact the filter is fragile due to the single data association property. Figure 6.15 depicts the 

observation result. From this figure, it is obvious that the filter performance is not acceptable. 

Figures 6.16 to 6.18 show the same scenario with consideration of RBPF. From these figures, 

it is evident that FAST-SLAM deals with the situation very reasonably. The mapping by 

RBPF in figure 6.18 is very vivid and the robot has succeeded to observe the environment 

applying the RBPF algorithm and finding its way through the waypoints. The multiple 

hypothesis uncertainty mechanism property of FAST-SLAM, makes the robot to cope the 

uncertainty due to close landmarks. This situation has been simulated by extending the road 

for both filters through figures 6.19 to 6.24. 
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Figure 6.13: EKF-SLAM performance on a road (650 detected landmarks) 
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Figure 6.15: Mpping result by EKF-SLAM (650 detected landmarks) 
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Figure 6.16: Mpping result by FAST-SLAM (650 detected landmarks) 
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Figure 6.17: FAST-SLAM performance on a road (650 detected landmarks) 
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Figure 6.18: RMS error for FAST-SLAM on a road (650 detected landmarks) 
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Figure 6.20: RMS error for EKF-SLAMon a road (1350 detected landmarks) 
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Figure 6.21: Mpping result by EKF-SLAM(1350 detected landmarks) 
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Figure 6.22: Mpping result by FAST-SLAM (1350 detected landmarks) 
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Figure 6.23: FAST-SLAM performance on a road (1350 detected landmarks) 
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Figure 6.24: RMS error for FAST-SLAM on a road (1350 detected landmarks) 

Another important reason rather than nearby landmarks that makes the observation in EKF 

very unreliable, is that, the number of landmarks affects the performance of the EKF. EKF is 

not able to deal with more than a few hundered landmarks due to growing number of elements 

in the main covariance matrix of the system. As was discussed in chapter 4, the main 

covariance matrix of the system grows quadratically as more landmarks are detected by the 

range/bearing sensor and the correlation between each pair of landmarks in the map becomes 

stronger and finally what remains is a solid map which makes no sense. Still the main reason 

that makes the EKF to diverge, is the nearby landmarks in the map wich makes the map very 

dense. Since EKF algorithm is based on single data association hypothesis, it can not handle 

the uncertainty of observing nearby landmarks. The result is then, what we see in figures 6.15 

and 6.21 as very unclear maps. 
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Figure 6.25 depicts a true map of a rectangular object. Circles are the waypoints that the 

control is supposed to follow as part of robot's true path. Figure 6.26 shows the detectable 

landmarks by the sensor. These landmarks are very close to each other same as the simulated 

situations on a road. This time, the edges of the object are considered as nearby landmarks. 

The robot is supposed to travel in the environment and through the waypoints with identifying 

the object. The robot not only recognizes the object but also uses this object to localize itself. 

First the situation was simulated with EKF. Figures 6.27 and 6.29 demonstrate the map built 

using EKF and the orientation error. Results again show that EKF fails to map the landmarks 

as one whole object and consequently fails to localize itself successfully. Figures 6.28 and 

6.30 show simulations of mapping and orientation error of the same situation with RBPF 

(FAST-SLAM). The simulations of two, three and multiple objects have been demonstrated 

through figures 
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Figure 6.25: True map of a rectangular object 
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Figure 6.27: Mapping an object by EKF (100 detectable landmarks) 
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Figure 6.28: Mapping an object by FAST-SLAM (100 detectable landmarks) 
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Figure 6.29: EKF orientation error (100 detectable landmarks) 
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Figure 6.30: FAST-SLAM orientation error (100 detectable landmarks) 
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Figure 6.31: True map of two objects 
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Figure 6.32: Detectable landmarks of two objects (220 detectable landmarks) 
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Figure 6.33: Mapping two objects by EKF (220 detectable landmarks) 
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Figure 6.34: Mapping two objects by FAST-SLAM (220 detectable landmarks) 
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Figure 6.35: True map of three objects 
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Figure 6.36: Detectable landmarks of three objects (390 detectable landmarks) 
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Figure 6.37: Mapping three objects by EKF (390 detectable landmarks) 
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Figure 6.38: Mapping three objects by FAST-SLAM (390 detectable landmarks) 
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Figure 6.39: True map of multiple objects 
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Figure 6.41: EKF-SLAMperformance for multiple objects (750 detected landmarks) 
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Figure 6.42: FAST-SLAM performance for multiple objects (750 detected landmarks) 
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Figure 6.43: Mapping multiple objects by EKF-SLAM (750 detectable landmarks) 
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Figure 6.44: Mapping multiple objects by FAST-SLAM (750 detectable landmarks) 
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Figure 6.46: FAST-SLAM RMS error for multiple objects (750 detected landmarks) 

6.3 Observation noise 

Through figures 6.47 to 6.61 same path was investigated for different observation noise in 

FAST-SLAM. Number of particles in the following simulations is assumed as 300. When the 

motion system is very noisy (assumming 0.2), but the measurement noise approaches zero, 

the filter starts diverging. This is an important disadvantage of a standard particle filter. If the 

sensor is very accurate which means its error is close to zero, and at the same time the robot's 

motion is very noisy, the observation noise and the robot noise will not be matched properly. 
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Figure 6.47: Simulated path of the robot with 300 particles. The velocity noise is 0.20. The 
observation noise is 0.20 
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The reason for this is that many particles will be thrown in the re-sampling step and there will 

be not enough particles left to be incorporated for the rest of the path estimation. 

Consequently, the filter diverges and the result will be catastrophic. This property that affects 

the performance of FAST-SLAM is reffered as sample impoverishment. Here it should be 

mentioned that this amount of noise level near to zero (between 0 and 0.01) is usually 1% of 

average range value. In the mentioned simulations the robot linear velocity noise has been 0.2, 

while the observation noise changes from 0 to 0.20. As the observation noise decreases 

towards zero, the FAST-SLAM confronts unexpected results in terms of the robot path 

estimation and it is ended up with highly catastrophic results. 
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Figure 6.50: Simulated path of the robot with 300 particles. The velocity noise is 0.20. The 
observation noise is 0.10 
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Figure 6.51: Root Mean Square of the position error with 300 particles. The velocity noise is 020. 
The observation noise is 0.10 
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Figure 6.52: Orientation error with 300particles. The velocity noise is 0.20. The observation noise 
is 0.10 
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The RMS position error and orientation error has been plotted for the comparison on each 

different level of observation noise. As the level of observation noise becomes lower, the 

RMS position error increases as well as the orientation error. It is important to mention that 

this situation happens only when the proposal and posterior distribution are mismatched and 

this can be the result of a big difference between noises of robot's motion and the sensor. The 

motion model spreads the particles out over a large space and only a small fraction of 

particles receive non-negligible weights. Consequently, there will be not many particles left to 

estimate the path at the next time step. Furthermore, as more landmarks are observed, many 

more particles are thrown out and the problem is more compounded. 
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Figure 6.53: Simulated path of the robot with 300 particles. The velocity noise is 0.20. The 
observation noise is 0.075 
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Position Error vs. Time 
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Figure 6.54: Root Mean Square of the position error with 300 particles. The velocity noise is 0.20. 
The observation noise is 0.075 
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Figure 6.55: Orientation error with 300 particles. The velocity noise is 0.20. The observation noise 
is 0.075 
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Figure 6.56: Simulated path of the robot with 300 particles. The velocity noise is 0.20. The 
observation noise is 0.025 
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Figure 6.57: Root Mean Square of the position error with 300 particles. The velocity noise is 0.20. 
The observation noise is 0.025 
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Figure 6.58: Orientation error with 300particles. The velocity noise is 0.20. The observation noise 
is 0.025 
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Figure 6.59: Simulated path of the robot with 300 particles. The velocity noise is 0.20. The 
observation noise is zero 
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Figure 6.60: Root Mean Square of the position error with 300 particles. The velocity noise is 0.20. 
The observation noise is zero 
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Through figures 6.62 to 6.69 same path was simulated but this time observation noise was 

held constant at 0.025. Instead, the velocity noise differs from zero to 1.50. Results show that 

as long as the difference between velocity noise and observation noise is held small, the 

performance of the filter is good. When the motion becomes noiser, the filter diverges and 

robot can not stay near the desired path. This is again due to sample impoverishment. Results 

show that many particles will be thrown in the re-sampling step and there will not be enough 

particles left to be incorporated for the rest of the path estimation. The RMS position error has 

been plotted for the comparison on each different level of velocity noise. 
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Figure 6.63: Root Mean Square of the position error with 300 particles. The velocity noise is zero. 
The observation noise is 0.10. 
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Figure 6.65: Root Mean Square of the position error with 300 particles. The velocity noise is 0.10. 
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Figure 6.70 shows how a substantially noisy motion model with the observation noise equal 

to 0.001 in which the particles are drawn. The subsequent observation makes the robot's true 

position to lie within the overlaid probability, while the samples inside the ellipse will be 

duplicated multiple times by the resampling process. As the observations become more 

accurate, fewer unique samples will remain for the rest of process. Finally, sufficiently 

accurate observations will cause the particle filter to diverge. This is a well known failure 

mode of a standard PF. Another version of FAST-SALM called FAST-SLAM 2.0 has been 

developed by Montemerlo [11] that addresses this defect and by a more detailed re-sampling 

representation prevents the failure in this particular situation. 
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Figure 6.70: Mismatch between proposal and target distributions. Number of particles is 100. Angular 
velocity noise is zero and linear velocity noise is 0.02. 
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Figures 6.71, demonstrates the root mean square position error for different levels of 

measurement noise. As it is shown in the diagram, for noise levels less than 0.1 the root mean 

square position error increases without bound. The number of particles for this simulation has 

been considered 1000. This diagram proves that when the sensor becomes very much 

accurate, particle filter diverges and error increases without bound. Increasing number of 

particles may decrease the RMS position error but the result will still be inaccurate enough to 

make the standard particle filter an inappropriate algorithm for noise levels less than 0.1. 

However a compromise between the motion noise and the observation noise can make the 

filter to work appropriately with no filter diverging. 
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Figure 6.71: Demonstrates different observation noise levels versus RMS position error for 1000 
particles. 
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6.4 Number of Particles 

Figures 6.72 to 6.83 demonstrate navigation of autonomous robot with different numbers of 

particles for a similar path. All the simulated data has been done using computer specification 

of Pentium 4 with 1.8 GHz speed, and 2.0 GB of RAM. Each simulation with a specific 

number of particles was run 10 times. The observation noise is 0.25, angular velocity noise is 

0.004, linear velocity noise is 0.15, and noise levels along x and y directions are both 0.2. All 

simulations are done based on logarithmic FAST-SLAM. Reults show that while number of 

particles for path estimation changes from 300 to 110000, the average of RMS position error 

changes only 0.15m. This concludes that unless the path estimation must be as accurate as 

possible, increasing number of particles should be avoided. The reason for not increasing 

number of particles is that in the resampling process, there will be unlimited number of 

particles that have the same information about path with not really making that much 

accuracy difference in the path estimation. This leads to more calculation and consequently 

more memory and time consuming. 
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Figure 6.72: Simulation of the robot path with 110000 particles. 
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Figure 6.73: Simulation of the RMS position error with 110000 particles 
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Figure 6.84 shows the results of 10 different runs for each amount of particles. The average 

RMS position error decreases as number of particles increase. For 300 particles the RMS 

position error average reaches upto 0.35 while for 200,000 particles this error only decreases 

0.15 meters. In this case a difference of 0.020 radians will be appeared due to involving many 

particles instead of only a few hundereds. This figure also indicates time for simulation, 

memory used for the simulation and the average of root mean square position error for 

different number of particles. Obviously, increasing number of particles increases the 

simulation time substantially. The memory used for different number of particles does not 

make a big difference in the average position error. Likewise the time for the simulation 

makes a big difference on the simulation. Result shows that even with the amount of memory, 

the filter behaves linerly. Number of particles usually depends on the accuracy of application. 

Usually a 0.5m of RMS position error is suitable for most of real world applications and just a 

few hundred particles suffice for the FAST-SLAM algorithm to fulfill the task. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion 

7.1 Conclusion 

In this thesis, simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) was introduced and SLAM 

problem from a probabilistic point of view and based on Bayesian approach was thoroughly 

discussed. Since the map of environment is highly correlated with motion of the robot, 

imperfection in a noisy motion results in uncertainty in mapping. On the other hand, 

uncertainty appears in the system when the sensor is noisy. To solve the SLAM problem two 

alternative algorithms were presented; EKF-SLAM and FAST-SLAM. 

Implementation of EKF as a classical solution was discussed under Gaussian assumptions of 

the system. EKF estimates the state of a linearizable dynamic system corrupted by Gaussian 

distributed noise which is assumed white, independent, and with zero-mean. This assumption 

leads us to the equations that form EKF-SLAM algorithm. The covariance matrix of the EKF 

was thourouly discussed and two major issues of EKF-SLAM in terms of Computational 

complexity and single hypothesis data association were investigated. Simulated results 

showed that EKF algorithm could be optimal, only if the system was linear or linearizable, 

meaning that for non-linear systems EKF-SLAM was unsuitable. Furthermore, EKF is limited 

to environments having a few hundered landmarks since at each time step, every two pairs of 

landmarks become correlated. Therefore, for environments with thousands of landmarks, EKF 

diverges. EKF does not have any mechanism in landmarks uncertainty due to its single 

hypothesis data association property. Since EKF-based SLAM has a quadratic complexity in 
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computation, a substantial amount of memory is demanded. By simulation results, the defects 

of EKF-SLAM algorithm in many different cases were also shown and compared to that of 

FAST-SLAM algorithm. 

The alternative algorithm called FAST-SLAM based on Monte Carlo Localization by 

implementation of Rao-Blackwellised particle filtering (RBPF) was presented next. In this 

algorithm, the noise did not have to be considered with Gaussian assumptions. It however, 

could be considered any type of noise. FAST-SLAM samples over the robot's path instead of 

just relying on a single state at each time step. This alternative algorithm computes 

independent landmark estimates conditioned on each particle in a Dynamic Bayesian 

Network. Since landmarks in this network are mutually independent, there is not any 

correlation between any pairs of landmarks in the map. Therefore, the computation 

complexity can be presented in a linear scale. Here after, a logarithmic scale of FAST-SLAM 

was presented instead of the linear scale FAST-SLAM. The logarithmic presentation saves a 

significant amount of time and memory in the computation. The data association problem in 

FAST-SLAM was thourouly discussed and the aspects were investigated in the performance 

of FAST-SLAM application. Multiple hypothesis data association, results an uncertainty 

mechanism in FAST-SLAM algorithm. Due to this mechanism, FAST-SLAM is very suitable 

for an environment with very close landmarks. 

Using Matlab codes, simulations of the robotic vehicle trajectory and system behavior were 

presented based on EKF and RBPF algorithms and two alternative SLAM algorithms were 

investigateed. The advantages of FAST-SLAM compared to that of EKF-SLAM in terms of 

memory usage, data association ambiguity and computational complexity were discussed. 

Performance of FAST-SLAM in a dence map was also shown and compared to EKF-SLAM 
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in the same situation. Finally different situations for the logarithmic FAST-SLAM algorithm 

in terms of accuracy of observation devices with a noisy motion were analyzed and some 

weak points of the algorithm were discussed. 

7.2 Future Work 

This work can be used as theoretical basis for further studies in a number of different ways. 

First, in the SLAM chapter, we discussed some SLAM methods implementing the Bayesian 

representation. This gives a starting point for further readings into the different SLAM 

methods. Secondly the filter chapters specially, RB particle filtering from a basis for further 

studies. With the basic derivations of FAST-SLAM it is interesting to look for more details 

into other extensions. Third, the experiments we performed in chapters 4 and 6, were by a 

simulator and merely meant as illustrations to concepts of filtering and path estimation. In 

order to draw conclusions practically, the theory discussed in this thesis can be implemented 

in practice. 

Through out the process of this work, interesting ideas for future work came up. One of these 

is to look for ways to make SLAM problem applicable in dynamic environments, since the ral 

world is not static. In this work we discussed the use of both EKF and RBPF in SLAM 

problem using static landmarks of which it knows the location with some uncertainty. It is 

interesting to look at what will happen if the landmarks are not static, but move through the 

environment according to some even easy motion model. Multiple robots may together learn a 

rough motion model of moving objects and share their information regarding their own and 

the landmarks locations. 
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Appendix A 

Proof of the FAST-SLAM Factorization 

We consider the path posterior of the robot explained in equation (5.4). If we show that for all 

M 

non-negative values of k, P (m | X ? , Zk, Uk, x„ , d^) =J~f P (m, | Xk, Zk, Vk, x„ , dA) 
i=\ 

we can simply reach to the factorization derivation. If landmark m n is observed at time step k, 

according to Bayes rule we can have follwing probability equality. 

P(m„ \X"k,Zk,Vk,x
K

0,dk)P(zk \X,;,Zk_],Vk,x
,;,dk) = 

/ » ( Z t | m J f , X * , Z , _ 1 , U t , x 0
R , d 4 ) P ( m J X * , Z , _ 1 > U J t J x 0 \ d 4 ) (A.l) 

The observation z k depends on the state of robot at time step k, and the landmark being 

observed by the robot. So the current state and control vectors, and also the current data 

association regarding the landmark observation are not involved in the probability terms of 

equation (A.l). Therefore, equation (A.l) can be re-written as 

P(mn \X«k,Zk,Vk,x
K

Q,dk)P(zk \X*k,Zk_ttVk,x
R

0,dk) = 

P ( Z J m / , X ] , , x ? , d 1 , ) i ' ( m / | X l , „ Z t , , U W ) x ; s d w ) (A.2) 

We rearange the equation (A.2) as follows 
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P(mJX*_ 1 ,Z t _ 1 ,U,_ l ,x 0
R ,d t _, ) = 

P ( y x ; ' Z , , , U x : d t ) f ( ^ I X ^ . Z ^ U , , ^ , ^ ) (A.3) 
P(zk\mi ,x0 ,dk ) 

During navigation, if a landmark is not observed by the robot, according to Markov process, 

the prior and posterior observations of the landmark are the same, therefore; 

P ( m „ not observedl X f , Z k ,U k ,X " ,d k ) = P ( m „ not observed | X "_, ,Z kA ,U ^_, ,X " ,d ^ ) (A.4) 

If we assume 

P(m|Xf_ l ,Z ,_ , ,U A _ , ,x« ,d ,_ l )=n P(m, | X?_, ,Z,_, ,U 4 , ,x0*,d,_,) (A.5) 
/•=i 

For the zero time step, (when the robot starts moving), the factorization is trivally correct. For 

time steps k>0, and using Bayes rule, we can write 

P(m\X<;,Zk,Vk,x>:,dk) = 

P(zk | m , ^ Z ^ , , U , , x 0 " , d , ) , „ 

according to Markov process, the observation z k depends oly on the map m, stae x ", and the 

data association dk r Furthermore, position of the landmark does not depend on path stae xk , 

control uk, or even the data association dk t. equation (A.6) can then be re-written as 
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P(m\XR
k,Z.k,Uk,x*o,ak) = 

P(zk |m H ,Xf ,x : ,d^ , ) 

P{zk\X
R

k,ZkA,Uk,x>l,<\k) 
P(m|X;_ l,Z,_1,U iM,x0\d4_ l) (A.7) 

According to (A.5) we can re-write equation (A.7) as 

P ( m | X ? , Z t , U t , x 0 \ d t ) = 

p(zk |m„,xr,x;' ,d, ,) * 
^"(ZA I^A >ZA_| ,UA ,x0 ,dA ) , 

From (eqyuations (A.3) and (A.4) we may have 

f [ P(m, |X;_1^4_l,UJt_I,x*,dA_i) (A.8) 

P ( m | X ; , Z , , U i 5 x ^ d , ) = 

/>(m„ | X ? , Z A , U , , x ^ d , ) f l P ( m ' | X ? , Z , , U , , x 0 \ d 4 ) (A.9) 
i^noi-observed 

That is equal to the product of the individual landmark posteriors 

/ > ( m | X f , Z , , U , , x £ , d , ) = n P(m, \ X»k , Zk, U , , x £ , d , ) (A.10) 
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Appendix B 

FAST-SLAM Algorithm with Unkown Data Association 

X k X flux " 

for n = 1 to P II loop over all particles 
retrieve n-thparticle {nxf_,, nMk_,," u., ,, ,n oA_,,, xv ,> _ , n a } from x 

k-\"Mk__] ' *-1,"Wt_ •k-\ 

draw n x" ~ P (x" | u k, " x"_,) // Sample new pose 

for / = 1 to " Mk_x II loop over potential data association 

x = "x'k^kJ="^k-U 5 Z M 

>* , / = / ~ exp(-- zl\, Z~k\ zk) 
VI 2*Z*. I 2 

end for 

dAj. = argmax "pkl or draw random dkJ with probability <xnpki //pick a data association 

if dkJ = " Mk_] + 1 // is it a new feature? 

"Mk=
nMk_l+\ 

k,dk
 k 

• ^ - < A ; A R ; ' A ; A ) - ' 

else // or is a known feature? 
nMk="Mk, 

A\<^- k-\,dk k,tft. k,dk 

M * k-\,dk
 k 

M, L M A k,dk
 i k-l,dk 

end if 
for i=l to n Mk do // handle unobserved features 

if dkf d k 
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11 \i =" 
k jn, 

11 s =n 
kjrt, 

end if 
end for 

" * * = > 

add {"x4V 

end for 
for «=1 to I) 

I 
*-i 

M, 

'AT, 

,/"/ 

,/Wy 

11 

draw random particle from xaux with probability oc n w k 

add new particles to x* 
end for 
return x̂  

// save weighted particle 

// resample P new particles 
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Appendix C 

Simulation Program Code for EKF-SLAM and Particle Filtering 

The code is consisting of these files: 

a_add 

unction a=a_add(al,a2) 
% 
%A=A_ADD(A1,A2) 
% Add two angles so that the result 
% always remains between +/- pi 
% 

a=al+a2; 

% get to within 2pi of the right answer 
a=a - (2.0*pi*fix(a/(2.0*pi))); 

% then leave a between +/- pi 
while a>pi 

a=a-(2.0*pi); 
end 

while a< -pi 
a=a+(2.0*pi); 

end 

a s u b 

function a=a_sub(al,a2) 
% 
%A=A_SUB(A1,A2) 
% Subtract two angles so that the result 
% always remains between +/- pi 
% 

% simple function to get angle subtraction consistent 

a=al-a2; 



% get to within 2pi of the right answer 
a=a - (2.0*pi*fix(a/(2.0*pi))); 

% then leave a between +/- pi 
while a>pi 

a=a-(2.0*pi); 
end 

while a< -pi 
a=a+(2.0*pi); 

end 

get_beacons 

function beacons=get_beacons 
% 
% beacons^getbeacons 
% 
% HDW 28/04/00 
% function to graphically input beacon locations 
% beacons is 2*N matrix containing x,y locations of beacons 

% set up the figure 

globals; 
figure(PLANFIG) 
elf 
v=[0 WORLD_SIZE 0 WORLDSIZE]; 
axis(v); 
hold on; 
bin=l; 
nbeacons=0; 
beacons=zeros( 1,2); 

% now get beacons graphically until return 
while bin 

[x,y]=ginput(l); 
bin= -isempty(x); 
if bin 

nbeacons=nbeacons+1; 
plot(x,y,'go') 
beacons(nbeacons, 1 )=x; 
beacons(nbeacons,2)=y; 

end 



end 
hold off 

getcontrol 

function [xnext,unexf]=get_control(x,u,perr,oerr,dt) 
% 
% [xnext,unext]=get_control(x,u,perr,oerr) 
% 
% A function to compute a new control vector for the vehicle 
% and to do a one step vehicle prediction with this vector 

globals; 

unext=zeros(3,l); 
xnext=zeros(4,l); 

unext(l)=u(l); 
unext(2)=KP*perr + KO*(oerr); 
unext(3)=u(3)+dt; 

xnext(l)=x(l) + dt*unext(l)*cos(x(3)+unext(2)); 
xnext(2)=x(2) + dt*unext(l)*sin(x(3)+unext(2)); 
xnext(3)=x(3) + dt*unext(l)*sin(unext(2))/WHEEL_BASE; 
xnext(4)=x(4)+dt; 

geterr 

function [perr,oerr,index,dmin]=get_err(x,path,prev_idx) 
% 
% [perr,oerr,index]=get_err(x,path,last_pt) 
% 
% A function to compute the position and orientation 
% error of the vehicle with respect to a path. 
% 
% previdx is the index of the point in the path the 
% vehicle was closest too the previous time step. 
% 
% If the vehicle follows the track with reasonable accuracy, 
% the index of the closest point for the current time step 
% will always be ahead of, or equal to, the previous index. 
% In addition, the distance between the vehilce and the path 
% should monotonically decrease as the index is incremented 
% from previdx to the closest point on the path. After this 
% point, all subsequent indexs will result in an increased 
% distance between the vehilce and the path. 



[rows,npath]=size(path); 
globals; 

%dmin=WORLD SIZE; 
%dmin=WORLD_SIZE*WORLD_SIZE; 
dx=path( 1 ,prev_idx)-x( 1); 
dy=path(2 ,pre v_idx)-x(2); 
dmin=dx*dx + dy*dy; 
index = previdx; 

for i=prev_idx+l :(npath-l) 
dx=path(l,i)-x(l); 
dy=path(2,i)-x(2); 

% d=sqrt(dx * dx + dy * dy); 
d=dx*dx + dy*dy; 

if d <= dmin 
dmin=d; 
index=i; 

else 
break; 

end 
end 
dmin = sqrt(dmin); 

dpx=path( 1 ,index+1 )-path( 1 ,index); 
dpy=path(2,index+l)-path(2,index); 
dvx=x( 1 )-path( 1 jndex); 
dvy=x(2)-path(2,index); 
perr=dpy*dvx - dpx*dvy; 
phiest=atan2(path(2,index+l)-path(2,index),path(l,index+l)-path(l,index)); 
oerr=(phiest-x(3)); 

getpath 

function path=get_path(beacons) 
% 
% path=get_path(beacons) 
% 
% HDW 28/04/00 
% Function to graphically acquire spline points 
% and compute spline fit path for vehicle 
% plan is in integer figure handle 
% beacons is a 2*N array of x,y beacon locations 



% path is a 2*M array of x,y path points 
% get_path uses a call to 'globals' for various fixed values 
% set up the figure 

globals; 
figure(PLAN_FIG) 
elf 
v=[0 WORLDSIZE 0 WORLD_SIZE]; 
axis(v); 
hold on; 
plot(beacons(:,l),beacons(:,2),'go') 
pin=l; 
npoints=0; 
points=zeros(2,l); 
xi=[]; 

% get input points graphically 
% and then set up basis x values 
% interpolation can get confused so be careful ! 
while pin 

[x,y]=ginput(l); 
pin= -isempty(x); 
if pin 

npoints=npoints+l; 
plot(x,y,'rx') 
points(l ,npoints)=x; 
points(2,npoints)=y; 
% now find a basis for x 
if npoints> 1 

dx=points(l,npoints)-points(l,npoints-l); 
dy=points(2,npoints)-points(2,npoints-1); 
length=sqrt(dx*dx + dy*dy); 
xincs=points(l,npoints-l):LINC*dx/length:points(l,npoints); 
xi=[xi xincs]; 

end 
end 

end 
% now we have all the basis points, interpolate the 
% path in y. A better method would be to do this along 
% the arc length; would need to think how to do this ! 
yi=interpl(points(l,:),points(2,:),xi,'spline'); 
plot(xi,yi,V) 
path=[xi;yi]; 
hold off 

ginit 
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% values for global variables 
% these are defined in globals.m 
PLAN_FIG=1; % default handle for plan figure 
WORLD_SIZE=500; % 0-100 meters in each direction 
LINC=0.1; % 0.1 m length for spline interpolation 
DT=0.1; % Sample interval for controller 
TEND=5000*DT; % Total maximum run time for simulator 
VVEL=2; % Vehicle velocity (assumed constant) 

KP=1; % vehicle position error gain 
KO=l; % vehicle orientation error gain 

WHEEL_BASE= 1; % vehicle wheel base (m) 
WHEEL_RADIUS=0.3; % nomial wheel radius (m) 
R_OFFSET=0.0; % radar offset (m) 
R_MAX_RANGE=100.0;% maximum range (m) 
R_RATE=12.566; % rotation rate (rads/s) 

GSIGMA RANGE=0.25; % Range SD (m) used for observation generation 
GSIGMA_BEARING=0.0174;% Bearing SD (rads) used for observation generation 
GSIGMA_WHEEL=0.1; % wheel variance used for control generation 
GSIGMA_STEER=0.035; % steer variance used for control generation 

SIGMA Q=0.25; % Multiplicative Wheel Noise SD (percent) 
SIGMA_W=0.1; % Additive Wheel Noise SD (rads/s) 
SIGMA_S=0.01; % Mutiplicative steer noise SD (percent) 
SIGMA J>0.0087; % Additive steer noise SD (rads) 
SIGMA_R=0.005; % wheel radius SD noise (m) 
SIGMA_RANGE=0.3; % Range Variance (m) 
SIGMA_BEARING=0.035; % bearing variance (rads) 

fact=0.1; 
SIGMA_Q=SIGMA_Q*fact; 
SIGMA_W=SIGMA_W*fact; 
SIGMA S=SIGMA_S*fact; 
SIGMA_G=SIGMA_G*fact; 
SIGMA R=SIGMA_R*fact; 

Globals 

% definitions of global variables 
% values for these are set in ginit.m 
global PLANFIG; % handle for main plan figure 
global WORLD_SIZE; % size of the world (for display purposes only). 
global LINC; % increment along which spline path is evaluated. 



global DT; % Sample interval for controller 
global TEND; % Total maximum run time for simulator 
global VVEL; % vehicle velocity 

global KP; % vehicle position error gain 
global KO; % vehicle orientation error gain 

global WHEEL_BASE; % vehicle wheel base (m) 
global WHEELRADIUS; % nominal wheel radius 
global R_OFFSET; % radar offset along centre axis 
global R_MAX_RANGE; % maximum radar range 
global RRATE; % rotation rate of radar 

global GSIGMARANGE % Range SD (m) used for observation generation 
global GSIGMABEARING % Bearing SD (rads) used for observation generation 
global GSIGMAWHEEL % wheel variance used for control generation 
global GSIGMASTEER % steer variance used for control generation 

global SIGMAQ % Multiplicative Wheel Noise SD (percent) 
global SIGMAW % Additive Wheel Noise SD (rads/s) 
global SIGMAS % Mutiplicative steer noise SD (percent) 
global SIGMA_G % Additive steer noise SD (rads) 
global SIGMA_R % wheel radius SD noise (m) 
global SIGMA_RANGE % Range Variance (m) 
global SIGMABEARING % bearing variance (rads) 

Ekfilter 

function [xest, Pest, xpred, Ppred,innov,innvar]=kfilter(obs,u,xinit,Pinit,beacons) 

% 
% [xest, Pest, xpred, Ppred,innov,innvar]=kfilter(obs,u,xinit,Pinit,beacons) 

% HDW 3/1/95 modified 31/05/00 
% complete navigation filter 
% each row of obs contains an observation of range bearing and beacon index 
% each row of u contains omega gamma and time 
% obs and u should have the smae number of rows 

globals; 

[temp,N_OBS]=size(obs); 
if temp ~= 4 

error('observation dimension of 4 expected') 
end 



[temp,N_U]=size(u); 
iftemp~= 3 

error('control input vector of dimension 3 expected') 
end 
if N_U ~= N_OBS 

error('control and observation sequences of different length') 
end 

[X SIZE,temp]=si ze(xinit); 
if temp ~= 1 

error('xinit expected to be a column vector') 
end 

[sl,s2]=size(Pinit); 
if((sl ~= XSlZE)|(s2 ~=XSIZE)) 
error('Pinit not of size XSIZE') 

end 

% make some space 
xpred=zeros(XSIZE,N_JJ); 
xest=zeros(XSIZE,N_U); 
innov=zeros(2,N_U); 
innvar=zeros(2,2,N_U); 
Ppred=zeros(XSIZE,XSIZE,NJJ); 
Pest=zeros(XSIZE,XSIZE,N_U); 
% returns from pred and update are in the form of column vectors 
xe=xinit; 
Pe=Pinit; 
time=0; 
fori=l:N_OBS 

dt=u(3,i)-time; 
time=u(3,i); 
[xp Pp]=pred(xe,Pe,dt,u(:,i)); 
[xe Pe in ins]=update(xp,Pp,obs(:,i),beacons); 
xpred(:,i)=xp; 
xest(:,i)=xe; 
innov(:,i)=in; 
Ppred(:,:,i)=Pp; 
Pest(:,:,i)=Pe; 
innvar(:,:,i)=ins; 

end 

obs_seq 

function obs=obs seq(state,beacons) 



% HDW 15/12/94, modified 17/05/00 
% function to gather a complete observation sequence 
% inputs are 

globals; 

% state vector, containing x,y,phi,t 
[XSIZE,N_STATES]=size(state); 
ifXSIZE~=4 

error('Incorrect state dimension') 
end 

obs=zeros(4,N_STATES); 

fori=l:N_STATES-l 
start_loc=state(:,i); 
end_loc=state(:,i+l); 
obs(:,i)=rad_sim(start_loc,end_loc,beacons); 

end 

onestep 

% A script file to look in detail at one step in the 
% filter calculation. Requires complete filter to have been 
% run previously 

dt=utrue(3,tstep)-utrue(3,tstep-l); 
time=utrue(3,i); 
[xp 1 Pp 1 ]=pred(xest(:,tstep-1 ),squeeze(Pest(:,:,tstep-1 )),dt 
[xel Pel inl insl]=:update(xpl,Ppl,obs(:,tstep),beacons); 

p_obs 

function [obs_p,state_p]=p_obs(obs,state) 

% function to place vehicle centered observations in 
% global coordinates for checking of consistency 

globals; 
[emp,OSIZE]=size(obs); 
[temp, S SIZE]=size(state); 

if(SSIZE~=OSIZE) 
error('Unmatched state and observation dimensions') 

end 
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obs_p=zeros(2,SSIZE); 
state _p=zeros(2, S SIZE); 

numobs=0; 
fori=l:SSIZE 

ifobs(3,i)~=0 
numobs=numobs+l; 
obs_p(l,numobs)=state(l,i)+(obs(l,i)-*cos(obs(2,i)+state(3,i))); 
obsjp(2,numobs)=state(2,i)+(obs(l,i).*sin(obs(2,i)+state(3,i))); 
state_p( 1 ,numobs)=state(l ,i); 
state_p(2,numobs)=state(2,i); 

end 
end 

obs_p=obs _p(:, 1 :numobs); 
state_p=state _p(:, 1 :numobs); 

plots 

replot 

figure(2) 
elf 
hold on; 
v=[0 WORLDSIZE 0 WORLD_SIZE]; 
axis(v); 
%plot(beacons(:,l),beacons(:,2),'go') 
[obs_p, state_p]=p_obs(obs,xtrue); 
plot(xtrue(l,:),xtrue(2,:),'b',obs_p(l,:),obs_p(2,:),'rx') 
legend('True Vehicle Path','Beacon Observations') 
title('True Vehicle Path and Beacon Observations') 
xlabel('X distance (m)') 
ylabel('Y distance (m)') 
hold off 

figure(3) 
elf 
hold on 
plot(xtrue(4,:),abs(xtrue(l,:)-xest(l,:)),'r',xtrue(4,:),sqrt(squeeze(Pest(l,l,:))),'b') 
legend('True Error','Estimated Error') 
xlabel('Time (s)') 
ylabel('Error (m)') 
title('X Direction Error') 
hold off 
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figure(4) 
elf 
hold on 
plot(xtrue(4,:),abs(xtrue(2,:)-xest(2,:)),'r',xtrue(4,:),sqrt(squeeze(Pest(2,2,:))),'b') 
legend(True Error','Estimated Error') 
xlabel('Time (s)') 
ylabel('Error (m)') 
title('Y Direction Error') 
hold off 

figure(5) 
elf 
hold on 
plot(xtrue(4,:),abs(xtrue(3,:)-xest(3,:)),'r,,xtrue(4,:),sqrt(squeeze(Pest(3,3,:))),'b') 
legend('True Error','Estimated Error') 
xlabel('Time (s)') 
ylabel('Error (rads)') 
title('Orientation Error') 
hold off 

figure(6) 
elf 
hold on 
plot(xtrue(4,:),xest(4,:),'r',xtrue(4,:),WHEEL__RADIUS+sqrt(squeeze(Pest(4,4,:))),'b',xtrue(4,: 
),WHEELJlADIUS-sqrt(squeeze(Pest(4,4,:))),'b') 
legend('Estimated Wheel Radius','Estimated Wheel Radius Error') 
title('Estimated Wheel Radius and Wheel Radius Error') 
xlabel('Time (s)') 
ylabel('Wheel Radius (m)'); 
hold off 

%[inn,sinn]=proc innov(innov,innvar,obs); 
[inn,sinn]=track_innov(innov,innvar,obs,xest,utrue); 

figure(7) 
elf 
hold on 
plot(inn(3,:),inn(l,:),'bx') 
plot(inn(3,:),inn(l,:),'b') 
plot(inn(3,:),sinn(l,:),'g') 
plot(inn(3,:),-sinn(l,:),'g') 
title('Long-Track Innovation and Innovation Standard Deviation') 
xlabel('Time (s)') 
ylabel('Innovation (m)'); 
hold off 



figure(8) 
elf 
hold on 
plot(inn(3, :),inn(2,:),'bx') 
plot(inn(3,:),inn(2,:),'b') 
plot(inn(3,:),sinn(2,:),'g') 
plot(inn(3,:),-sinn(2,:),'g') 
title('Cross-Track Innovation and Innovation Standard Deviation') 
xlabel(Time (s)') 
ylabel('Innovation (m)'); 
hold off 

[rows,cols]=size(xest); 

rho=zeros(6,cols); 

for i=l:cols 
%x-y 
rho(l,i)=Pest(l,2,i)/sqrt(Pest(l,l,i)*Pest(2,2,i)); 
%x-phi 
rho(2,i)=Pest(l,3,i)/sqrt(Pest(l,l,i)*Pest(3,3,i)); 
%y-phi 
rho(3,i)=Pest(2,3,i)/sqrt(Pest(2,2,i):|:Pest(3,3,i)); 
%x-R 
rho(4,i)=Pest( 1,4,i)/sqrt(Pest( 1,1 ,i)*Pest(4,4,i)); 
%y-R 
rho(5,i)=Pest(2,4,i)/sqrt(Pest(2,2,i)*Pest(4,4,i)); 
%Phi-R 
rho(6,i)=Pest(3,4,i)/sqrt(Pest(3,3,i)*Pest(4,4,i)); 

end 

figure(9) 
elf 
hold on 
plot(xtrue(4,:),rho(l,:)) 
xlabel(Time (s)') 
ylabel('Correlation Coefficient') 
title('X-Y Correlation Coefficient') 
hold off 

figure(lO) 
elf 
hold on 
plot(xtrue(4,:),rho(2,:),'b',xtrue(4,:),rho(3,:),'r') 



legendfX to Orientation CorrelationVY to Orientation Correlation') 
xlabel(Time (s)') 
ylabel('Correlation Coefficient') 
title('Position to Orientation Correlation Coefficient') 
hold off 

figure(ll) 
elf 
hold on 
plot(xtrue(4,:),rho(4,:),'b',xtrue(4,:),rho(5,:),'r') 
legend('X to Wheel Radius Correlation','Y to Wheel Radius Correlation') 
xlabel(Time (s)') 
ylabel('Correlation Coefficient') 
title('Position to Wheel Radius Correlation Coefficient') 
hold off 

figure(12) 
elf 
hold on 
plot(xtrue(4,:),rho(6,:),'b') 
xlabel('Time (s)') 
ylabel('Correlation Coefficient') 
title('Orientation to Wheel Radius Correlation Coefficient') 
hold off 

pred 

function [xpred, Ppred]=pred(xest,Pest,dt,u) 
% 
%[xpred, Ppred]=pred(xest,Pest,dt,u) 
% 
% HDW 16/12/94 modified 31/05/00 
% Function to generate a one-step vehicle prediction from 
% previous estimate and control input. 

% definitions and checks 

globals; 

[XSIZE,temp]=size(xest); 
if temp ~= 1 

error('xest expected to be a column vector') 
end 

[sl,s2]=size(Pest); 
if((sl ~= XSIZE)|(s2 ~=XSIZE)) 



error('Pest not of size XSIZE') 
end 

% set parameters 
B=WHEEL_BASE; 
% SD's to variances */ 
sigma_q=SIGMA_Q*SIGMA_Q; 
sigma_w=SIGMA_W* SIGMA_W; 
sigma_s=SIGM A_S * SIGMAJS; 
sigma g=SIGMA G*SIGMA_G; 
sigma_r=SIGMA_R*SIGMA_R; % wheel radius variance 

% make some space 
xpred=zeros(XSIZE, 1); 
Ppred=zeros(XSIZE,XSIZE); 

% first state prediction 
xpred(l)=xest(l) + dt*xest(4)*u(l)*cos(xest(3)+u(2)); 
xpred(2)=xest(2) + dt*xest(4)*u(l)*sin(xest(3)+u(2)); 
xpred(3)=xest(3) + dt*xest(4)*u(l)*sin(u(2))/B; 
xpred(4)=xest(4); 

% state transition matrix evaluation 
F=[l 0 -dt*xest(4)*u(l)*sin(xest(3)+u(2)) dt*u(l)*cos(xest(3)+u(2)); 

0 1 dt*xest(4)*u(l)*cos(xest(3)+u(2)) dt*u(l)*sin(xest(3)+u(2)); 
0 0 1 dt*u(l)*sin(u(2))/B; 
00 0 1 ]; 

% source error transfer matrix 
G=dt*[cos(xest(3)+u(2)) -sin(xest(3)+u(2)) 0; 

sin(xest(3)+u(2)) cos(xest(3)+u(2)) 0; 
sin(u(2))/B cos(u(2))/B 0; 

0 0 1]; 

% source error covariance 
sigma=[(sigma_q*(xest(4)*u(l))A2)+(sigma_w*(xest(4))A2) 0 0; 

0 (sigma__s*(xest(4)*u(l)*u(2))A2)+(sigma_g*(xest(4)*u(l))A2) 0; 
0 0 sigmar]; 

% stabalistation noise 

stab=[0.000 0 0 0; 0 0.000 0 0; 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0]; 
% Now compute prediction covariance 
Ppred=F*Pest*F' + G*sigma*G'+stab; 

procinnov 



function [binnov, binnovsig]=proc_innov(innov,innovar,obs,bnum) 
% 
% function [binnov, binnovsig]=proc_innov(innov,innovar,obs,bnum) 
% 
% a function to process innovation results, extracting (optionally) 
% innovations for specific beacons and standarad deviations 

[temp,nsamps]=size(obs); 
binnov=zeros(3,nsamps); 
binnovsig=zeros(2,nsamps); 

j=0; 

if nargin==4 
for i=l:nsamps 
if obs(3,i) == bnum 
H+U 
binnov(l :2,j)=innov(:,i); 
binnov(3,j)=obs(4,i); 
binnovsig( 1 ,j )=sqrt(innovar( 1,1 ,i)); 
binnovsig(2,j)=sqrt(innovar(2,2,i)); 
end 
end 

else 
for i=l:nsamps 
ifobs(3,i)~=0 
H+i; 
binnov(l :2,j)=innov(:,i); 
binnov(3,j)=obs(4,i); 
binnovsig(l ,j)=sqrt(innovar(l, 1 ,i)); 
binnovsig(2,j)=sqrt(innovar(2,2,i)); 
end 
end 

end 
binnov=binnov(:,l :j); 
binnovsig=binnovsig(:,l :j); 

rad_sim 

function [obs,b]=rad_sim(start_loc,end_loc,beacons) 

% [obs,b]=rad_sim(start loc,end_loc,beacons) 
% 
% HDW 15/12/94, modified 17/05/00 
% function to simulate radar observations 
% takes a start and end location for the vehicle, 



% the vehicle parameter set and a map of beacons. 
% Returns an observation if one is made during this 
% time slot. 
% output observation vector is a row vector containing 
% range, bearing and index. 

globals; 
obs=zeros(4,l); 

% The location vectors startloc and end_loc each consist 
% of a vector of x,y,phi,t, describing the location of the 
% vehicle at a specific time. 
[XSIZE,temp]=size(start_loc); 
if((XSIZE ~= 4)+(temp ~= 1)) 

error('Incorrect size for startloc') 
end 
[XSIZE,temp]=:size(end_loc); 
if((XSIZE ~= 4)+(temp ~= 1)) 

error('Incorrect size for endloc') 
end 

% The beacon map consists of an array of x,y locations 
% for the beacons 
[N_BEACONS,temp]=size(beacons); 
if (temp ~= 2) 

error('lncorrect Size for beacon map') 
end 

% The algorithm now proceeds by finding the two bounding 
% lines from radar to max range. If the beacon lies between these 
% two lines, then it will be observed 

% first find location and aim of radar at start and end 
radxl-startJoc(l) + (R_OFFSET*cos(start_loc(3))); 
radyl=start_loc(2) + (R_OFFSET*sin(start_loc(3))); 
radphil=aadd(start_loc(4)*R_RATE,0.0); % gets normalized angle 
radx2=end_loc(l) + (R_OFFSET*cos(end_loc(3))); 
rady2=endJoc(2) + (R_OFFSET*sin(end_loc(3))); 
radphi2=a_add(end_loc(4)*R_RATE,0.0); % gets normalized angle 

% construct line segments for checking beacon view 
dx 1 =R_MAXJlANGE*cos(radphi 1 +start_loc(3)); 
dy 1 =R_M AXRANGE* sin(radphi 1 +start_loc(3)); 
dx2=R_MAX_RANGE*cos(radphi2+end_loc(3)); 
dy2=R_MAX_RANGE*sin(radphi2+end_loc(3)); 
% To be observed, the beacon must lie between these two lines 



% the test is simply that the dot products are positive and 
% negative respectively. The nearest beacon within max range is 
% recorded. 
range=R_MAX_RANGE; 
b=0; 
fori=l:N_BEACONS 
r=sqrt((beacons(i, 1 )-radx 1 )A2+(beacons(i,2)-rady 1 )A2); 
dl=((beacons(i,2)-radyl)*dxl) - ((beacons(i,l)-radxl)*dyl); 
d2=((beacons(i,2)-rady2)*dx2) - ((beacons(i,l)-radx2)*dy2); 
if((r<R_MAX_RANGE)*(d 1 >0)* (d2<0)* (r<range)) 

range=r; 
b=i; 

end 
end 

% if a beacon is found, assume it was seen from start_loc: 
ifb>0 

obs( 1 )=sqrt((radx 1 -beacons(b, 1 ))A2+(rady 1 -beacons(b,2))A2); 
obs(2)=a_sub(atan2(beacons(b,2)-rady 1 ,beacons(b, 1 )-radx 1 ),start loc(3)); 
obs(3)=b; % beacon index 
obs(4)=start_loc(4); % time stamp 
% noise model 
obs( 1 )=obs( 1)+ GSIGMA_RANGE*randn(size(obs( 1))); 
obs(2)=obs(2)+GSIGMA_BEARING*randn(size(obs(2))); 

else 
obs(l)=0.0; 
obs(2)=0.0; 
obs(3)=0; 
obs(4)=0; 

end 

replot 

figure(13) 
elf 
v=[0 WORLDSIZE 0 WORLD_SIZE]; 
axis(v); 
hold on; 
plot(xtrue(l,:),xtrue(2,:),'r',beacons(:,l),beacons(:,2),'go') 
legend('True Trajectory','Beacon Locations') 
title('Vehicle Trajectory and Beacon Locations') 
xlabel('X distance (m)') 
ylabel('Y distance (m)') 
hold off 

run 



dt=0.1; 
TEND=1000*dt; 
% initialise 
x=[]; 
u=[]; 
x(l)=path(l,l); 
x(2)=path(2,l); 
x(3)=atan2(path(2,2)-path(2,l),path(l,2)-path(l,l)); 
x(4)=0; 
u(l)=4; % velocity set at 2 m/s 
u(2)=0; 
u(3)=0; 
xlog=x; 
ulog=u; 
perrlog=0; 
oerrlog=0; 
% loop control 
for t=0:dt:TEND 

% find error 
[perr,oerr,index,d]=get_err(x,path); 
% compute next state 
[x^J^getcontro^x^per^oer^dt); 
xlog=[xlog;x]; 
ulog=[ulog;uj; 
ifd>10 

sprintf('simulation terminating at time %f\n',t) 
break; 

end 
%perrlog=[perrlog;perr]; 
%oerrlog=[oerrlog;oerr]; 

end 

run_filt 

globals; 
ginit; 

disp('Press return to run filter'); 
pause; 

%initial_errors=[5; 5; 0.2; 0.1] 
% initialise filter 
xinit=xtrue(:,l); 
xinit(4,1 )=WHEEL_RADIUS; 
%xinit=xinit+initial errors; 



Pinit= [0.024 0.0 0.0 0.0; 
0.0 0.024 0.0 0.0; 
0.0 0.0 0.00025 0.0; 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0001]; 

%run filter 
[xest,Pest,xpred,Ppred,innov,innvar]=kfilter(obs,uz,xinit,Pinit,beacons); 

disp('Completed Filtering') 

runobs 

% this is an example run of the vehicle state filter 
% initialise global values 

globals; 
ginit; 

% first get all observations 
disp('Beginning observation simulations'); 
obs=obs_seq(xtrue,beacons); 
disp('Completed Simulation'); 

% place observations in a global coordinate system 
[obs_p, state_p]=p_obs(obs,xtrue); 
figure(PLAN_FIG); 
hold on 
plot(obs_p(l ,:),obs_p(2,:),'rx'); 
% plot(state_p(l ,:),state_p(2,:),'r+'); 
hold off 

runpfilter 

% A Simple Particle Filter for localization 
% 
% author : Mike Montemerlo (CMU) (mmde@cs.cmu.edu) 
% 
% This code depends on the robot trajectory and sensor simulator 
% code written by Hugh Durrant-Whyte 
% 
% First, run set_up 
% then, runobs 
% then, run_pfilter 
% All particle filter parameters are at the top of this file. 

mailto:mmde@cs.cmu.edu


globals; 

% number of particles 
N U M P ARTICLES = 1000; 

% process every nth observation 
PERCEPTIONJSKIP = 5; 

% resample every nth observation processed 
RESAMPLESKIP = 4; 

% wait for keyboard returns between resamplings 
INTERACTIVE - 1; 

% parameters of robot motion model 
SIGMAJVELOCITY = 0.1; 
SIGMA STEERING = 0.035; 

% parameters of robot sensor model 
SIGMARANGE = 0.25 
SIGMA BEARING = (1.0 * pi /180.0); 
SIGMARADIUS = 0.001; 

% initialization parameters 
SIGMA_X = 0.024 * 100; 
SIGMA_Y = 0.024*100; 
SIGMATHETA = 0.00025 * 10; 
INITIAL_RADIUS = 0.30; 

% global localization parameters 
DOGLOBALLOC = 0; 
GLOBALP ARTICLES = 10000; 
GLOBALFACTOR = 20.0; 

% main program start 

% Initialize random number generator 
randn('state',sum(l 00*clock)); 

% set the number of particles appropriately 
ifDOGLOBALLOC, 

N U M P = GLOBALPARTICLES; 
else 

N U M P = NUM__P ARTICLES; 
end 



% Initialize particles 
path = zeros(size(obs,2), 4); 
drpath - zeros(size(obs,2), 3); 
newu = zeros(NUM_P, 3); 
tempp = zeros(NUM_P, 4); 
dobs = zeros(NUM_P, 2); 
weights = ones(NUM_P, 1); 

particles=zeros(NUM_P,4); 
ifDOGLOBALLOC, 

% initialize particles uniformly over configuration space 
particles(:,l) = rand(NUM_P, 1) .* 500; 
particles(:,2) = rand(NUM_P, 1) .* 500; 
particles(:,3) = rand(NUM_P, 1) .* (2 * pi) - pi; 
particles(:,4) = INITIAL_RADIUS + randn(NUM_P, 1) .* SIGMA_RADIUS; 
SIGMARANGE = SIGMARANGE * GLOBALF ACTOR; 
SIGMABEARING = SIGMABEARING * GLOBALFACTOR; 

else 
% initialize particles using gaussian 
particles(:,l) = xtrue(l,l) + randn(NUM_P, 1) .* SIGMA_X; 
particles(:,2) = xtrue(2,l) + randn(NUM_P, 1) .* SIGMA_Y; 
particles(:,3) = xtrue(3,l) + randn(NUM_P, 1) .* SIGMATHETA; 
particles(:,4) = INITIAL_RADIUS + randn(NUMJP, 1) .* SIGMA RADIUS; 

end 

% initialize bookkeeping 
drx = xtrue(l,l); 
dry = xtrue(2,l); 
drtheta = xtrue(3,l); 
obscount = 0; 
perceptioncount = 1; 
lastresample = -1; 
time = 0; 
shrunk = 0; 

if INTERACTIVE, 
% draw the results 
figure(l); 
plot(xtrue(l,:),xtrue(2,:),'b'); 
hold on 
plot(path(l :i,l),path(l :i,2),'r'); 
plot(particles(:,l),particles(:,2), 'gx'); 
plot(beacons(:,l),beacons(:,2),'kx'); 
legend(True Path', 'Estimated Path (PF)*); 
hold off 
axis([0 500 0 500]); 
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disp('Press return to continue'); 
pause; 

end 

% loop over all of the actions and observations 
for i=l :size(obs,2), 

% compute delta t 
dt = uz(3,i) - time; 
time = uz(3,i); 

% compute dead reckoning path (for display purposes only) 
tdrx = drx + dt .* INITIALRADIUS .* uz(l,i) .* cos(drtheta + uz(2,i)); 
tdry = dry + dt .* INITIALRADIUS .* uz(l,i) .* sin(drtheta + uz(2,i)); 
tdrtheta = drtheta + dt .* INITIAL_RADIUS .* uz(l,i) .* sin(uz(2,i)) / WHEEL_BASE; 
drx = tdrx; 
dry = tdry; 
drtheta = tdrtheta; 
drpath(i,:) = [drx dry drtheta]; 

% particle filter action update 
newu(:,l) = uz(l,i) + SIGMAVELOCITY .* randn(NUM_P,l); 
newu(:,2) = uz(2,i) + SIGMA_STEERING .* randn(NUM_P,l); 
newu(:,3) = SIGMA_RADIUS .* randn(NUM_P,l); 
tempp(:,l) = particles(:,l) + dt .* (particles(:,4) + newu(:,3)) •* newu(:,l) .* 

cos(particles(:,3) + newu(:,2)); 
tempp(:,2) = particles(:,2) + dt .* (particles(:,4) + newu(:,3)) .* newu(:,l) •* 

sin(particles(:,3) + newu(:,2)); 
tempp(:,3) - particles(:,3) + dt .* (particles(:,4) + newu(:,3)) .* newu(:,l) .* sin(newu(:,2)) / 

WHEELJ8ASE; 
tempp(:,4) = particles(:,4) + newu(:,3); 
particles = tempp; 

% particle filter perception update 
if(obs(3,i) ~= 0) 

obscount = obs_count + 1; 
if rem(obs_count, PERCEPTIONSKIP) == 0, 

dobs(:,l) = (((beacons(obs(3,i),l) - particles(:,l)).A2 + (beacons(obs(3,i),2) -
particles(:,2)).A2).A0.5 - obs(l,i))./ SIGMA_RANGE; 

dobs(:,2) = (a_sub(a_sub(atan2(beacons(obs(3,i),2) - particles(:,2), beacons(obs(3,i),l) 
- particles(:,l)), particles(:,3)), obs(2,i))) ./ S1GMA_BEARING; 

weights = weights .* exp(-0.5 * (dobs(:,l).A2 + dobs(:,2).A2)); 
if max(weights > 0), 

weights = weights ./ max(weights); 
else 

weights(:,l) = 1.0; 
end 
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perceptioncount = perception count + 1; 
end 

end 
% keep track of the mean particle 

path(i,:) = mean(particles, 1); 

% If global localization is complete, turn the number of particles back down 
% WARNING : THIS IS A COMPLETE HACK 
% See paper by Dieter Fox on Adaptive Particle Filters for the real way to do this 
if DOGLOBAL LOC & std(particles(:,l)) < 10.0 & -shrunk, 

NUM_P = N U M P ARTICLES; 
particles = particles(l:NUM_P,:); 
newu = newu(l :NUM_P,:); 
tempp = tempp(l :NUM_P,:); 
dobs = dobs(l:NUM_P,:); 
weights = weights(l:NUM_P,:); 
shrunk = 1; 

end 

% particle filter resampling - low variance algorithm 
if rem(perception_count, RESAMPLESKIP) == 0 & lastresample ~= perceptioncount, 

lastresample = perceptioncount; 
fprintf(l, 'resample at time %d\n', i); 
weightsum = sum( weights); 
cumulativesum = cumsum( weights, 1); 
step size = weight_sum / NUM_P; 
position = rand * weightsum; 
which_particle = 1; 
forj = l:NUM_P, 

position = position + stepsize; 
if position > weightsum 

position = position - weightsum; 
which_particle = 1; 

end 
while position > cumulative_sum(which_particle) 

which_particle = which_particle + 1; 
end 
tempp(j,:) = particles(which_particle,:); 

end 
particles = tempp; 
weights = ones(NUM_P, 1); 

if INTERACTIVE, 
% draw the results 
figure(l); 
plot(xtrue(l,:),xtrue(2,:),'b'); 



hold on 
plot(drpath(l :i,l),drpath(l :i,2),'k--'); 
plot(path(l :i,l),path(l :i,2),'r'); 
plot(particles(:,l),particles(:,2), 'gx'); 
plot(beacons(:,l),beacons(:,2),'kx'); 
legend(True Path', 'Dead Reckoning', 'Estimated Path (PF)*); 
hold off 
axis([0 500 0 500]); 
disp('Press return to continue'); 
pause; 

end 
end 

end 

% draw the results 
figure(l) 
plot(xtrue(l,:),xtrue(2,:),'b'); 
hold on 
plot(drpath(l :i,l ),drpath(l :i,2),'k--'); 
plot(path(l :i,l),path(l :i,2),'r'); 
plot(particles(:,l),particles(:,2), 'g.'); 
plot(beacons(:,l),beacons(:,2),'k*'); 
legend('True Path', 'Dead Reckoning', 'Estimated Path (PF)'); 
hold off 
axis([0 500 0 500]); 
xlabel('X direction (m)') 
ylabel('Y direction (m)') 

err = abs(xtrue' - path); 
figure(2) 
plot((err(:,l).A2+err(:,2).A2).A0.5) 
grid on 
xlabel('Time (s)') 
ylabel('RMS Position Error (m)') 

figure(3) 
grid on 
plot(err(:,3)) 
grid on 
xlabel(Time (s)') 
ylabel('Orientation Error (radians)') 

setup 

% script file to set up a vehicle run for subsequent 
% filtering and localisation algorithms 
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globals; % define global variables 
ginit; % set global variables 

% first step is to input beacons 
disp('lnput Beacon Locations via mouse. Press return to end'); 
beacons=get_beacons; 
[n_beacons,temp]=size(beacons); 
buf=sprintf('%d Beacons read\n',n_beacons); 
disp(buf); 

% Next, input path spline points and compute path 
disp('Input path spline points via mouse. Press return to end'); 
path=get_path(beacons); 
[temp,n_path]=size(path); 
buf=sprintf('%d Path points of total Length %f meters read\n',n_path,n_path*LINC); 
disp(buf); 
disp('Press Return to continue'); 
pause; 

% do controller to build true path and control vectors 
% initialise 
time=0:DT:TEND; 
[temp,tsize]=size(time); 

xtrue=zeros(4,tsize); % needed for reseting between runs 
utrue=zeros(3,tsize); % and again 
xtrue( 1,1 )=path( 1,1); % initial x 
xtrue(2,1 )=path(2,1); % initial y 
xtrue(3,1 )=atan2(path(2,2)-path(2,1 ),path( 1,2)-path( 1,1));% initial phi 
xtrue(4)=0; % time=0; 
utrue(l)=VVEL; % velocity set at 2 m/s 
utrue(2)=0; % initial steer is zero 
utrue(3)=0; % time=0 

% loop control 
buf=sprintf('Beginning Simulation, please wait\n'); 
disp(buf) 

index = 1 ; 
for i=l:(tsize-l) 

% find error 
[perr,oerr,index,d] =get_err(xtrue(: ,i),path,index); 

% compute next state 
[xtrue(:,i+l),utrue(:,i+l)]=get control(xtrue(:,i),utrue(:,i),perr,oerr,DT); 



if d >10 % test for end of path 
break; 

end 
end 

% shorten vectors to end length 
xtrue=xtrue(:,l:i); 
utrue^utrue^,!:!); 
utrue(l,:)=utrue(l,:)/WHEEL_RADIUS; % make speed into rads/s 

% add noise if required 
uz(l ,:)=utrue(l ,:)+GSIGMA_WHEEL*randn(size(utrue(l,:))); 
uz(2,:)=utrue(2,:)+GSIGMA_STEER;1:randn(size(utrue(2,:))); 
uz(3,:)=utrue(3,:); 

buf=sprintf('simulation terminating at time %f\n',i*DT); 
disp(buf); 
figure(PLANFIG) 
hold on 
plot(xtrue(l,:),xtrue(2,:),'g') 
hold off 

track_innov 

function [binnov, binnovsig]=proc_innov(innov,innovar,obs,x,u) 
% 
% function [binnov, binnovsig]=proc innov(innov,innovar,obs,bnum) 
% 
% a function to process innovation results, extracting (optionally) 
% innovations for specific beacons and standarad deviations 

[temp,nsamps]=size(obs); 
binnov=zeros(3,nsamps); 
binnovsig=zeros(2,nsamps); 
j=0; 

for i=l:nsamps 
ifobs(3,i)~=0 

ivec=innov(l:2,i); % innovation 
svec=innovar(l :2,1:2,i); % innovation variance 
angle=x(3,i)+u(2,i); % vehicle heading angle=orientation+steering 
T=[cos(angle) sin(angle); -sin(angle) cos(angle)]; % transform 
tvec=T*ivec; 
tsvec=T*svec*T'; 

binnov(3 ,j )=obs(4,i); 



binnovsig( 1 ,j )=sqrt(tsvec( 1,1)); 
binno vsig(2 j )=sqrt(tsvec(2,2)); 
binnov(l :2,j)=tvec; 

end 
end 

binno v=binnov(:, 1 :j); 
binnovsig=binnovsig(:,l :j); 

update 

function [xest, Pest, innov, S]=update(xpred,Ppred,obs,beacons) 
% 
% function [xest, Pest, innov, S]=update(xpred,Ppred,obs,beacons) 
% 
% HDW 3/1/95 Modified 31/05/00 
% function to update vehicle location 

globals; 

[temp,N_OBS]=size(obs); 
if temp ~= 4 

error('observation dimension of 4 expected') 
end 

[XSIZE,temp]=size(xpred); 
if temp ~= 1 

error('xpred expected to be a column vector') 
end 

[sl,s2]=size(Ppred); 
if((sl ~= XSIZE)|(s2 ~=XSIZE)) 

error('Ppred not of size XSIZE') 
end 

sigma_range=SIGMA_RANGE*SIGMA_RANGE; 
sigma_bearingrSIGMA_BEARING*SIGMA_BEARING; 

% first put observation in cartesian vehicle-centred coords 
zv=[R__OFFSET+(obs(l)*cos(obs(2))); 

obs(l)*sin(obs(2))]; 
T=[cos(obs(2)) -sin(obs(2)); 

sin(obs(2)) cos(obs(2))]; 
sigma_o=[sigma_range 0; 

0 sigma bearing* (obs(l)A2)]; 
sigma_z=T*sigma o*T'; 



% then in base coordinates 
zb=[xpred(l)+(zv(l)*cos(xpred(3)))-(zv(2)*sin(xpred(3))); 

xpred(l)+(zv(l)*sin(xpred(3)))+(zv(2)*cos(xpred(3)))]; 
Tx=[l 0 -((zv(l)*sin(xpred(3)))+(zv(2)*cos(xpred(3)))) 0; 

1 0 -((zv(l)*cos(xpred(3)))+(zv(2)*sin(xpred(3)))) 0]; 
Tz=[cos(xpred(3)) -sin(xpred(3)); 

sin(xpred(3)) cos(xpred(3))]; 
sigma_b=Tx*Ppred*Tx' + Tz*sigma_z*Tz'; 

% now try and match observation to beacon map 
%index=match(zb,sigma_b,beacons); 
index=obs(3); 
if (index) 
dx=beacons(index, 1 )-xpred( 1); 
dy=beacons(index,2)-xpred(2); 
T=[ cos(xpred(3)) sin(xpred(3)); 

-sin(xpred(3)) cos(xpred(3))]; 
H=[-cos(xpred(3)) -sin(xpred(3)) (-(dx*sin(xpred(3)))+(dy*cos(xpred(3)))) 0; 

sin(xpred(3)) -cos(xpred(3)) (-(dx*cos(xpred(3)))-(dy*sin(xpred(3)))) 0]; 
zpred=T*[dx;dy]; 
S=H*Ppred*H' + sigmaz; 
W=Ppred*H'* inv(S); 
Pest=Ppred-W*S:I!W,; 
innov= [zv( 1 )-zpred( 1); zv(2)-zpred(2)]; 
xest=xpred+W*innov; 

else 
xest=xpred; 
Pest=Ppred; 
S=zeros(2,2); 
innov=zeros(2,l); 

end 


